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Men for I'ew
Weeks, It Reduce Number of
Hour of Knqdoyment.
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 15. A special to the Dispatch says that two
hundred men employed In the Northwestern railway car shops at Hudson,
Wis., have been placed on half time.
The last few weeks they have been
working only forty hours a week.

i

15.

Col. It. K. Twitchell, secretary of the
board of control of t lie National

congress, yesterday received
contribution nf $100 from J. W.
Van Houten, of Baton, general manager of the St. Louis, lioi.ky Mountain & Pacific railway company. The
money is to be used as a premium for
the best sugar beet exhibit at the
National Irrigation corgress and Industrial exposition to be held In
next fall.
a
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NEW HOUSE OFFICE BUIiINO IN WASHINGTON.
COST, $3,000,000.
Washington, D. C Jan. IS. The that the house has been called to or- - and trimmed free (
at government
new $., 000,000 office buildings for der and that he Is liable to be markcost), baths, electric sprays, private
If
ed
absent
not
doe
he
to
respond
bars, and, in fact, everything neccongressmen, now almost completed,
steps into the hall essary to this brand of the "simple
will make life very easy for the gen- the roll call. lie
and boards an elevator. This drops life."
tlemen who make laws. So easy. In him to the subway It vt, where he
in these congressmen'
office
plush lined gondola wait rooms there will be hot and cold
fact, will their
existence be, that!finds a
Ing.
step
Is
He
aboard
shunted
md
water, and also "running Ice water"
tney win not even have to walk
to the capltol 'ulldig where from a patent Ice plant, a system of
from their offices to the senate rapidly
he enters an elevator which opens electric signals for calling messen- chamber or hall of representatives. into the private lobby nf the hall of i ge-r- and following the doing
of the
A private underground
electric rail- representatives.
The official porter house and senate: the latest thing
road will be provided for that pur- takes his hat and coat; the official in heating
and ventilating appara-barbpose.
touches up his hair, and hejtus; mahogany desks, chairs and
There are two of these new office
in and responds'to his name. ng cabinets, and other things In pro-Tbuiid'ngs, one for the senate and
building for members of the portion. There are private stalr- one for the house. They are exactly nnuse is so rar non mat rne rooms ways
and private elevators.
alike In their architecture and gen- have iieen apportioned and will be
The buildings have been arranged
eral equipment.
Each will cost
occupied .this session. Tho senate In every way bo as to enable ta.
not counting
furnishings. building Is not yet under roof. member to sidestep the outside
Each covers a full city block.
There are In the houso building 397 world. He can go and come without
This is how it will work: Con- suites, one for each member, with nveetlng a constituent.
Private cloak
gressman Pumphrey Is In his
one to spare. In addition there are rooms and lounging rooms are protrimmed marble suite sign- elaborate "conference rooms,"
privided with luxurious leather chairs,
ing the voucher for his Increased vate dining rooms, official barber thick brussels carpets and other apsalary.
An electric bell tells him shops, where members are shaved pointments like an
club.
he
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Thomas Metcalf Alias lias Been Seriously 111 and
Thomas Tried to Put Bui-lAppeared at the DepartIn Body of S. R.
ment Today for First
Hamlll.
Time In Month.

MEMBER OF BANKER

lature today for the election of
ted State senator resulted In no one
candidate receiving enough votes to
elect him.
votes,
Beckham received sixty-si- x
Beadly sixty-fou- r
votes and five were
scattering. The outcome is very much
(tn doubt with both men working
iidiu i 'j iceure mtj rciuueu majority.
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WALSH'S COUNSEL
Believed She Was Wronged by Says He Did Not Have Serious
Lawyer In Case and Followed
Trouble with President or Any
Mm Across Continent to
Member of Cabinet and Ex-

Secure

;

Boyertown, Pa., Jan. 15. The four
improvised morgues contained this
morning the bodies of one hundred
victims of the opera
and sixty-tw- o
house fire. Undertakers from neighboring towns were pressed into service to care for the bodies as they
were brought from, the theatre ruins.
To each body and the articles found
on it, were atached
numbers for
identification.
Few bodies were recognized by
features.
When the morgues were opened
today hundreds of people were waiting in expectation
of finding the
body of a loved one.
Saddest Picture Coroner Ever Saw.
Coroner St ras.se r said the scene at
the opera house was the saddest picture he had ever looked upon, and
said It was "simply indescribable."
"I shall make a thorough Investigation," he added.
Henry W. Fischer operator of the
calcium light, escaped with severe
burns. "The accident," he said, "was
caused by a cap on one of the tanks
blowing out and this startled the
people.
"I finally got the leak repaired.
Just as I had tho people calmed, the
foolish action "of some tfiorbughTy
frightened person on the stage caused the overturning of an oil lamp
spread of the
and the consequent
flames which nothing could stop."
That the victims are not confined
of Boyertown is
to the residents
shown by the number unclaimed
teams at the hotels.
Many Teams Itcmuin Unclaimed.
Fully forty teams remained uncalled for In the stables yes;erday.
They are said to belong to people residing within a radius of five or six
who drove to
miles of Boyertown
this place Monday to witness the
production of tho "iJcottish ReforThere is no clue to the
mation."
owners or a number of the teams.
Moving Picture Machine Dangerous.
New York, Jan. 15. While it Is
now said that the terrible tragedy
at Boyertown, Pennsylvania, in which
nearly two hundred lives were lost
was not directly caused by the moving picture machine as at first reported, the report has called attention to the danger of those machines
many of which are In dally and
nightly operation in New York and
other cities.
Chief Croker says thero Is great
danger of fire from these machines.
Very often the fire department is
called out on account of a blaze or
iginating from them.
The danger Is the greatest in small
shown operated In theatres unprovided with sufficient exits.
ANOTHER
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OF1TCIAI, OUTS.
IIm
Cabinet Not Yet Avert-m- l
Crisis in
Succex-o- r
Named.
Tokio, Japan. Jin. 15. Nikashojo,
vice minister of communications, who CLOSE VOTE FOR
resigned formally today from the
cabinet of the emperor, is out to stay.
KENTUCKY SENATOR
11 i
successor , will be Muzuka of the
railroad bureau, who will be appointOther resignations are
ed at once.
vxpected soon.
ltevklium In I .cud Bui Not Iiough
lo Klecl Him Deadly Close
Second.
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Always Kept Roll of Bills In His Were Owned by People Who
Drove In From Farms Cor
Pockets for Fear; He Would Not
Change-Owned
Have Enough
oner Will Investigate-Sa- ys
Valuable
Scene Is InProperty.
describable.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 15. Claude
Urooks, a negro was arrested last
night iit Carrollton, Mo., on a charge
of murdering in cold blood, Sidney
Herndon, a wealthy property owner,
whose body was found in a pool of
blood in his room here Monday afternoon.
The negro was formerly employed
by Herndon and knew that the man
Always carried a large sum of money
In his pock e U.
The negro at first denied his guilt,
but after he had been sweated by
the police broke down and confessed
that he had killed Herndon for robbery, in a most brutal manner.
He will be brought here and tried
for murder in tho first degree. It Is
not likely that he will enter a plea
of guilty as his crime Is such a diabolical one, that he Is sure to hang.
iildney Herndon, owner of the
Hats, was found dead In his
room in the building,. Apparently he
A large ham
had been murdered.
mer was found 'beside the body and
his skull had been crushed.
(Ilerndon was found by. Benjamin
Woodward, nous fireman. The room
is on ho second floor of the building. He had no family.
F. D. Shepherd, a roomer In the
flats,' said he saw Mr. Herndon at
' night when
he was returning from
the theater. This was the last time
he was seen.
From the position of the body It
was evident that robbery was the sole
purpose of the murder. Herndon had
evidently been reading a book at a
table nenr the window. Apparently
there came a knock at the door. Mr.
Herndon, who was crippled, took his
crutches under his arm and, walking to the door, opened It. The robber, according to the Investigations
of the detectives, waited for no more.
downward swing he
With a hard
struck Herndon upon the head with
heavy
hammer he curried. Hernthe
don, Judging from the position of the
body, reeled backward a step or two
snd then fell to tho floor, dead. The
jobbed ihen evidently searched his
pockets.
Mr. Herndon wan in the custom of
carrying much money with him. Ho
collected all the rents of the Navarro
apartments himself and often curried
the money with him. Mrs. Ida Has-Vinthe housekeeper of the apartment house, said that he often carried as much as $300 in his pockets
nt one time. When his clothes were
searched by a deputy coroner, a
pocketb"ok, known to have always
been curried by Herndon, was gone.
How much that pockethook contained is not known. The bank bosk,
found in the room, shows that a deposit of $190 had been made In a
bank January 10. but none since
then. Mrs. Haskins said that it was
an idea of Herndon's that he had
not erioucrh money with him unless
be always carried a roll of bills in
Ins pockets.
Mr. Herndon came here in 1SR3
from T1cr. Tex. Ho took charge of
He
the Navarro apartments then.
was worth about $100,000 when he
was killed. With his brother, Charles
Herndon. who is now In Tyler, he
owned Ian 1 on Main street, between
Fifth street and Missouri avenue: between Misourl avenue and Sixth
street, and some on Walnut street.
Mr. Herndon was well known. His
stature attracted attention. He was
shout four feet In height and walked with crutches.
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Revenge-Wal- sh

Trial Ended.
Chicago, ill., Jan. 15. Tha case
of Mrs. Thomas Metcalf, who last
evening shot at Banker John B.
Walsh's attorney, Samuel U. Hamlll,
In the federal building here, parallels In some respects, the case of Mrs.
Annie M. Bradley of Salt Dake, who
was recently acquitted In Washington after killing former United States
Senator Arthur Brown.
Mrs. Metcalf has at different times
consulted lawyers here with a view
to bringing legal Action against Hamlll for alleged wrongs she received
at his hands. As In the case of Senator Brown, Mrs. Metcalf Is said to
have followed Hamlll across the continent.
Attorney E. C. Bltcher, of Walsh's
counsel, said her trouble grew out of
claims which Mrs. Metcalf believed
she had against an estate in St.
Louis and which she wished adjusted
by Hamlll.
Fear is expressed by federal officials that In the event of the convlc-tiu- n
of Walsh, the attempted shooting, occurring as it did close to the
court room where the trial was in
progress, might be considered sufficient grounds for a reversal by a
higher court by reason of having
the Jurors in the case.
Man Hunter ( 1 uuige Her Aiuiie.
Mrs. Metcalf through her attorney waived examination
when arraigned before United States Commissioner Foote and was held to the
grand Jury In bond of $1,000. She
stated after the arraignment that
her correct name was Mrs. Beatrice
Thomas and asked that further proceedings against her, be conducted In
that name.
Attorney Hamlll made his first
statement
regarding the
public
shooting this afternoon. He said he
way
no
responsible
was in
for the
alienation of Mrs. Metcalf from her
husband. He said the first time he
saw the woman, she came to his office in Terre Haute about five years
ago and asked him to act In a case
in St. Douis where she said she had
been left a large estate by her mother. He learned her claims were
unfounded and advised her to drop
thf. matter.
He
did not see her
again until two years ago when she
came to his office and accused him
of not doing her justice,.
WaJ.1i Case. Draws to a Close.
Attorney John S. Miller concluded
his argument in defense of John H.
Walsh today in the trial of the former banker on charge or misapplying
bank funds. lie took up the discussion of Walsh's investments declaring the Investments were a question
and Walsh's
of Judgment entirely
Judgment was not altogether bad.
Kdward C. Bltcher assistant counsel
for WaLsh, will deliver the final defending address to the Jury.

pects to Continue as
Secretary.
Washington
Jan. 15.
Cortelyou was at his desk today. At
the white house it was said that positively nothing was known as to hi
reported resignation.
Secretary Cortelyou's
appearanes
at the department, is the first sine
his recent Illness which began about
four weeks' ago. He still shows evidence or a severe attack of the grip
but hopes he can, from now on, attend to his duties without further
trouble. He said the story that h
has resigned or would resign is absolutely without foundation. He declares he had no serious difficulties
with the president or with any member of the cabinet and expected t
continue to serve as secretary of tha
treasury.
He dented that he had
been offered the presidency of tha
Knickerbocker
Trust company or
that he had conferred with J. HL
Morgan regarding it. He said ha
had not seen Morgan on his recant
- .
trip to New Dxirk.
.
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Date last evening, the report which
MANY NEW WITNESSES
had been current in --Wnuquerque for COVERNOK B. B. BROOKS OF
days to the effect thai David
TOLD OF NEW FEATURED several
WYOMING EXPRESSES VIEWS
D. Murphy,
local a. nt for John
Flnnegan and emf?t', twoo, and
New Tprk, Jan. IS. Many witness- hide coruuiiasiujt firm, was short iu
Helena," Mont,, Jan. 15. Among
es entirely new to the Thaw case were his accounts with tbe company to the
the members of the committee on
called today to testify to some new extent of several thousand dollars, resolutions
named at the National
was verified by Frank V. Brown,
lectures.
Wool Orowera' convention
are the
manager
company
western
for
the
All told stories of the eccentricifollowing: Arixona, H. H. Campbell
In Kl Paso.
headquarters
Mr.
with
y
ties of Thaw during the years
Brown and B. J. Witt, an accountant of Flagstaff; Colorado, A. J. Ortex;
preceding the killing.
been in the city for the past New Mexico, A. D. Oarrett, of ltos-wel- l;
All declared that he had Impressed have
Wyoming, Pat Sullivan of Casdays,
ten,
them as being entirely Irrational. accounts. going over Mr. Murphy's per.
The
most interesting
witness was
At tho convention of the National
A
reported,
yesterday
Citizen
Christopher Baggan, a steward at
Wool drawers' association today Govconcerning
Inquiries
morning
made
New
the
York whist club, who told
ernor Bryan B. Brooks of Wyoming,
of Thaw's doings on the day of the the shortage, but as the examination dtllvered a plea for the settler.
He
killing. Baggan under cross exami- was not completed,by no statementor said he was vigorously opposed to the
Mr.
Brown
be
furnished
could
by
gave
Jerome,
nation
some amusBrackett bill and expressed a deciding details of a whist game at the his assistant at that time.
thou- ed preference for a rule of
is
several
while
said
It
that
In
part
which
club
Thaw took
with sand dollars are missing, the short- rether than rules and regulations. He
several wealthy and prominent men age
yet definitely known. It urged the delegates to write to their
and In which it was said he acted may isbe not
less or it may be more than representatives In congress to oppose
particularly irrational.
$x,000, as reported currently on the the measure and said that In the inThe steward did not know who won streets.
terest of the west and of the homethe game.
steaders, the political parties should
Mr. Murphy has not been arrested and so far as known, no charge be forced to tako a stand on the queshas been made against him in any tion.
MANY DOCTORS
court. The matter may be adjusted outsldo of the court.
The statement that Mr. Murphy i PRIZE FIGHTERS FIGHT
SECURE LICENSES
published in the
was missing, as
Morning paper, was not correct.
HUT NEITHER WINS
.Mr. Murphy was at the company's
Admitted to Practice Medicine in
on North First street
headquarters
New Mexico by Territorial Board
this morning.
of llcalll Kmltulmers also
He was seen by a Citizen repre- IjuigNford of Bonlou and Hurry of
Colorado Mix it Up at lit An- -'
Qualify.
sentative. He did not want to discuss
gclos No Blood Shed.
the question of his alleged shortage
said that any report tliat a shortSanta Fe, N. M., Jan. 15. TI(o but.
age existed was certainly a mistake.
Dos Angeles, Cal., Jan. 15. Sain
meeting of the Territorial Board of
understood that later he admit- Ingsford, of Boston, and Jim Barry
Health which reconvened here yes- It is the
In
the
of
shortage.
office
the
ted
of Colorado, fought a lively
terday was almost exclusively devot- company
by the go before the Athletic club here last
confronted
ed to considering the qualifications company when
officials.
night.
of applicants to practice medicine in
"There was some difference beNeither had sufficient advantage to
New Mexico.
.company officials earn a decision.
myself
and
tween
During the sessions licenses were concerning several deals I made for
l.arry did his best work in thfc
granted to thirteen physicians who the company," said Mr. Murphy to
have been practicing their profession a Citizen reporter, "toil I do not j llrst three rounds but Iingsford kept
ta busy lie made no grand stand
for a number of years and possessed kno.v of any shortage, I don't want him
p:.iys. The audience was good natur-e'- l
certificates issued by various states. to
tnlk about the mat rr. 1 underami applauded the lighters freOnly three applicants were required
I was to be checked out to Kl quently.
to take the examination because of stood
Paso to, iay. I was surprised when
Tile men will meet again.
Both
not having practiced the necessary I was told Unit my accounts were were
in the pink of condition.
length of time after graduation.
not
correct."
Nearly all of the applicants were
The company officials say that UIAI.TIIY IIAMiKH
recent arrivals In New Mexico. The false
were made In the books
KII.I.I D AND KllBBU.D.
following physicians were admitted of theeiurles
company here and that the
upon tneir credentials:
plain ue-- f Dcdy of Trunk I lino of New Yolk
of
cae
a
simply
is
matter
Dr. O. H. Burnham, of San Juan;
,t
a ion.
l.iii! Stark in lonely Kond
Margaret Cartwright,
of Albulr.
of Mr. Murphy, and there
stablH'd In Neck.
querque; ir. Henry (. t'onaway, of areFriends
many, say that he has been livFarmington; Dr. Henry Oray, Aztec; ing beyond his means, as nearly as
Dr. Chas. C. Hendrlck. Albuquerque;
Ni iv York, Jan. 15. The body of
can learn. He roomed at the
Ir. Joseph P. Jones, of Carlsbad; Dr. they
Frank N. I'niio, a wealthy lianker
a promintook
and
club
Commercial
Stanley; Dr. ent part in social affairs, dressed ami property owner, was found be-- !
W.
Andrew
Moore.
Darnel l. McCormick. of Albuquerwell and always appeared to have side bis carriage on a lonely strip of
que; Dr. Marcellus MK 'reary, of Mag plenty
read near Ardsley last night.
of money.
risieiia;
Dr. Betiand M. Potter, of
He hail been stabbed In the neck
many friends hope that the
His
Melrose;
Dr. George W. Salomons, shortage is not as serious as it now after a tierce struggle and his body
Dr.
of Farminglun;
Willaiu
P. appears and that it can be adjusted. lobbed. Ho had a large Bum of money
Schelly, of Hagernian, Dr. J. Scott.
He is under bond furnished by a Ittbcu he left Ardsley. The money,
Ward. nf Albuquerque.
guaranty comimny and it will proba- hla watch and a stickpin were gone.
Thomas B. Fischer, of Saiita Tt, bly have to make good his shortage.
The ground In the vicinity of the
C. F. French, of Albuquerque, and
agou was covered with footprints,
guaranty company
the
action
What
uf Alamugordo, will take In dealing
H. J. McClemeir,
The
Ith the case l blood and bits of clothing.
as emba'.mers not known. It has been notified that banker had evidently been pulled
were given licenses
his
and funeral directors.
the shortage exists but has not been from his wagon and had fought
assailants until weak from loss of
from.
heard
P.YINTUtS l i:iJ; nuiM M vridi.i)
Mr. Murphy, It is said, has been blood, when a final stab in the neck
Das Vegas. N. M., Jan. 15. It. o. relieved from all connections with and a blow over the head had resultNo arrests hive
Williams and Frank O'Brien, paint- Finnegati and company and a new ed In his death.
been made.
ers of Las Vegas, had a narrow es- manager will be appointed.
cape from death by the breaking of
.M VltltlKIt
AT SANTA UK.
A DUTCH
VHTOIIY.
a scaffold on which they were working.
anta Fe, N. M., Jen. 15. Mrs.
The Hague, Jan. 15. Dispatches
In some manner tbe fastening of received here say that the Dutch Victor Montoya de Itomero, of Santa
the scaffold became loose letting troops after a severe fighting on the Fe. und lorenxo Vienna, of Sacrathem fall to the ground, a distance island of Flores In tha Malay archi- mento, Cal., were unltod In marriage
Williams was pelago, have captured a rebel strong January 10, at the Church of Our
of twenty-tw- o
feet.
Bev. Anthony
of Ouadalupe.
fcadly bruised, but O'Brien escaped hold. One hundred and thirty native
performed the ceremony.
are reported killed.
unhurt.
Brst
(
Irflme-dlatel-

by-la-
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SPECIAL TAX FOR
FOREIGN

DOWRIES

--

HeraMiiUitJve from Illinois Introduces Unique Bill In Congress
Which lias Consid"Table
Merit,
Washington, Jan. 15. lAdolph J
Sabath, a new representative from
Chicago, has devised a plan to discourage International marriages. Ho
Introduced a bill in the house to put
a tax of 25 per cent upon all gifts,
dowries, settlement or advances of
money or property in consideration
of marriages of citizens or subjects
of the United States to foreigners.
It makes no difference in tho eyes of
Mr. Sabath, whether the gift or dowry is given berore or after the marriage. He arranged his bill so that
there can be no evasion. The money
Is to be paid the United States treasury and the secretary of the treasury
is directed to organise the machinery
to collect the tax.

ROBBERS VISIT STORE
.

ATWAGON MOUND
Seerul Hundred Uollurs' Worth

oC

Merchandise! Stolen Husoct
Under Arrest at 1 talon.
Wagon Mound, Jan. 15. The general merchandise store of McArthur
&' company
of Wagon Mound, was
robbed one night last week of several hundred dollars' worth of goods.
(I
The goods stolen consisted mainly of
II
clohting, hats, shoes and costly dress
goods.
It is not known whether any
money was obtained by the burglars
JAIL BREAKERS or not.
It was later reported that one of
the robbers was captured at Raton.
Ciiindcii Point, .Missouri, Bank Itoli- He will be taken to Wagon Mound
hers Were Dlggliur Way Out of
for a preliminary hearing.
Jail, When Slicilll s Wiro
Arn;uicss
Heard Them and
Di:i.i:i.Ti:s
Wild, BOOST STATi:iIOOD.
ched W ith tiun.
M
15. Uover-no- r
N.
Fe,
Jan.
Santa
Platte City, Mo., Jan. 15. Harry
Curry ami W. S. Hopewell, chairO'Neal and Clyde iteed, who are ac- man of the New Mexico Statehood
cused of robbing the Camden Point league, have been busily engaged the
bank December 26, tried to escape past two days deciding upon the ap- from the Platte county Jail here at 3 polntineiit of the delegates to Wash-tiniF.They
morning.
o'clock yesterday
to assist In lioomintr statehood
loosened an Iron bar from the sup- for New MeX co.
ports of a stairway In tho room
The first delegate commissioned
where they were confined. With this was Numa
Ueymond, of Geneva,
they broke open tin iron door and Swltseriaud, w ho was a former resian iron grated door. In this way they lient of Ijas I'rui es, and still has exgained admission to an iron cage tensive business Intere.-In New Mexwhere prisoners are allowed to take ico. He recently stated that be would
exercise.
he willing at any tune lo act as deleWhile trying to d:g away the con- gate to Washington to secure an encrete In which the bars Acre set abling act for New Mexico.
Hon.
they dropped the bar. Mrs. Gideon Solomon I. una and Ho:i. H. O. Bur-suMiller, wife of the sheriff, heard the
will No go to Washington.
noise and aroused her husband. He
Kifego Baca, of Albuquerque, will
a
revolver leave soon for Washington as one of
seized a shotgun and she
and they ran to the cage. Mrs. Mil- the delegates from New Mexico's natwo
men
"covered" tive population, to work for state,
ler kept the
while her husband went Inside und hood.
men
refuso to
shackled them. The
answer questions. The sheriff says nt:v mi:hx i.awyiiks
that the men would have escaped In
FINISH IMPOUTAVr CA.sK.
ten minutes had his wife not heard
Washington, Jan. 15
(Siccial)
them.
The case of H. C. Crary vs. B. H.
Dye was submitted to the I". S. suI.I SITINI S CABINS IT I.I i.
AttorNew York, Jan. 15. The Cunarder preme court here yesterday.
Dusitanla, which sailed today for neys W. B. t hilders and H. B.
was full
Queenstown and
of Albuquerque, who have been
in cabins and sterage,
an unusual hers In the case, left today for their
happening at this season.
New Mexico homes.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND REST

No difference what has brought you to New Mexico healui, recreation,
sport or observation you will like The Valley Kanch, at Pecos, N. M. Everybody does, and the reasons la obvious.
There you find typical ranch life
with the privations cut out.
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
They
shont, flsh, trap, or Just simply loaf, and no one will bother you.
have everything you could need on such on outing, from cattle and
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
Most picturesque scenery,
beautiful roads and paths, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
cabins or houses, fine board and last and best of all, a Jolly good crowd
ladles and gentlemen.
AM) VOU VW'T SPEND MOItK THAN NINE lM)l,I,lt.S A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
Ranch, Pecos, N. M.

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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figure that an advertisement placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as
well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are
too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to them then throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to

....,.$5.00

One yenr hy mail In advance
Use month bjr mail
One month by carrier within city limits
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moOer Act of Coritfrews of March S, 1879.
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Tim only Illustrated flti
medium of (lip Southwest.

In New Mexico and

the be

THE AIJlt'Vl"KRQl'K CtTtZEV IS:

No other food
deteriorates so
rapidly as the Oyster. Its habitat Is
the ocean. It reqnlies coolncaa and
ahmluto freedom from exposure to
the uir In order to retain Its delicate
flavor and Its whotesomcness. SEAL-SHU- T
OYSTEK8 are brought direct to us from the choicest bods of
America. They are shucked Into
porcelain eases, sealed and packed In
Ice, which never comes In contact
with the oysters. The use of the
Scalxhlpt carrier Is the secret of
their superiority.

The loading Kepnbllcan dnlly and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Ilcpubllcan principle and the "Square Deal."

THE!

Alini QrEIlQrE CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest report by Associated Pros anil Auxiliary News Service.

"VE GET TIIE NEWS FIUST."
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

tFear
What fools people are, is the general comment which followed an expression of horror when the public read of the terrible loss of life In the
little theatre at Boyertown. Pa., where over 150 persons were killed in a
panic following a cry of fire
It is natural to criticise the actions of others from, a safe distance.
There are many (rood generals who would have found a much better way
to have fought the battle of Gettysburg after the battle was over but in
an emergency no one really knows what he would do.
The Boyertown disaster Is similar in many respects to the great
Jroquolse theatre fire in Chicago several years ago where even a g. eater
mortality resulted.
The circumstances were almost Identical. Tet with that fire scarcely
forgotten the same scene was repeated in Pennsylvania.
When it comes to a question of emergency and sudden danger, few
are the men or women, capable of self control and clear headed action.
There are undoubtedly men and women In the Boyertown theater wh foresaw the terrible effects of a panic and tried to quiet the crowd. But they
were so much in the minority that they were scarcely heard in the
up-Yo-

It is upon such occasions that real self control and personal heroism
rtand out the strongest, whether in a theatre fire, a street car wreck or
on the battle field.
One may say that he would have done so and bo that he would have
stood firm until the crush was over and then escaped but as a matter
of fact the average man or woman anywhere on earth would have done
Just as did the people of Boyertown.
iFear Is the most potent force In a human being. It will control a
man or woman at a time when nothing else will. At Boyertown a at
Chicago, fear mastered hundreds of people in one brief moment and no
amount of appeal or warning could have prevented the terrible cruBh which
truck down women and children and formed a fighting mass of humanity In the doorway of the theatre.
Pear drove men mad and they forgot every element except the brute
Instinct of self preservation. They fought with women they crushed helpless children they cursed and shrieked and struggled to escape not from
the flames, for they had time to escape them but from fear, cold cowardly fear.
The man who In an emergency gives way to the fear of death above
as was the
all else, may be branded a coward but in emergencies such
out
theatre fire at Boyertown, nine out of ten men or possibly ninety-nin- e
coward.
f a hundred, would be a
Mad thev had a minute to think a brief Instant to consider all
might have been different. But when fear once took hold, the catastrophe
was foreordained.
It Is easy to see what should have been done after it is all over but
ny one who has ever viewed sudden death face to face knows the force
et the greatest human passion of them all fear. exits but had it dozens
The Boyertown theatre perhaps had limited
t thm nnthinr would have availed In the face of the maddened stam
pede of humanity fleeing from its primeval instinct which no amount of
civilisation will ever effectually eradicate.
education or of
After all, how lttle progress has man himself really made In all these
years.
ed

Tfaft and tfte

tners

Campbell-Bannerma-

n.

the British premier, said the following which

Is

good reason why a whole lot of people ought to be living a
slmpller life on the lands of New Mexico than struggling for an existence

a mighty

In the large cities of this country:
We have come to recognize the fact that the concentration of human
beings in dense masses is a state of things which Is contrary to nature, and
the issue Is found to be the
that unless powerful agencies are introduced,
uttering and gradual destruction of the mass of the population. And why?
are not equal
The answer Is, that w hen the powers of the air and the soil avenge
themto the task that is put upon them, the air and the soil will
selves. Here and elsewhere today you have the spectacle of countless thouand in still larger numbers of children, who are
sands of our fellow-meof the very elements
starved of air and space and sunshine, and therefore view
of It is so terriwhich make a healihy and happy life possible. This
and
ble that It can not be put away. What are our wealth, our learning, theani our political
the finest fruits of our civilization, our constitution,
ories what are these but dust and ashes. If the men and w omen, on whose
lanor the whole social fabric Is maintained, are doomed to live and die In
darkness and misery In the areas of our great cities?
In order to prove that Thaw was Insane when he shot Stanford White
his attorneys are now trying to prove that half the Thaw family was Insane at one time or another. It ought not to be such a hard Job.
Robbers ransacked the home of Frederick Plnney Earle, the man
who left his wife for his "affinity" and is now in Europe. It was noticeable, however, that ths robbers didn't get the affinity.

governor Curry has been confirmed uy the senate. The governor will
do up his thanks in a paper bag and personally curry them to Washington along with a nice large petition for statehood.
What bat become of that trade excursion?

Time flyt gentlemen.

ADVERTISE IN

Miss Wlgginton and Mr. Mullls were

PERSONAL-

present. Including the members of
the Garner family. The bridal party
was given a wedding dinner at the
Garner home at 12 o'clock the following day. Mr. and Mrs. Mullls will
make their home in Roswell for the
present.

-

Paragraphs

Bummers Burkhart, of this city, is
Santa Fe on legal business.
W. C. Reid, Ttoswell attorney and
former secretary of the territory, is
spending several days In Albuquer-

In

que.

J. D. Carpenter, superintendent of
Lumber company at
the American
Kettner, is in Albuquerque on business.

Born Monday evening to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Schwartzman, a boy. Mr.
Schwartzman Is a member of the
firm of Schwartzman & With.
iFrank A. Murphy, conductor on

the Santa Fe coast lines, left Tuesday
evening for Chicago, where he was
called by the illness of his mother.
Five train ldada of oranges, averaging forty cars to each train, passmorning.
ed through the city this
They are shipped from Los Angeles
to wholesale dealers in Chicago. '
The ladles of the Baptist church
will hold their monthly missionary
meeting and social at the home of
607 West Oold
Mrs. D. H. Cams,
avenue, Thursday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock.
S. L. Bean, former master mechanic here, who Is now mechanical engineer of the Santa Fe coast lines,
arrived Tuesday evening from Los
Angeles.
He made an Inspection
trip through the local shops today.
lAlfred Grunsfeld, of Albuquerque,
to attend the
is in Boston, Mass.,
wedding of his niece. Miss Edna
and Stanley Selnshelmer, of the
same city. Miss Kisman Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Eisman,
former residents of Albuquerque, and
Is a granddaughter of Mrs. Alfred
Grunsfeld, of this city.
Horn Friday, January 10, to Mr.
and Mrs. E. U. Ferguson, of Pueblo,
Colorado., a boy. Mr. Ferguson, who
was formerly cashier of the Mutual
Life Insurance company here, is dis
trict manager for that company with
headquarters at Pueblo. Mrs. Ferguson was formerly connected with
the Mutual office in Albuquerque.
In preparation for the Eddy recital tonight, the large pipe organ in
church is being
the Presbyterian
turned. C. M. Topliff, of the J. W.
Steers Organ company, of Pprlng-fielMass., Is doing the work. Mr.
Topliff installed the organ, and hasJust finished placing a similar msiruent In the Presbyterian cnuicn ai
El Paso.
Els-ma-

The Kansas Cltv Star, which has been bobbing back and forth be
tween a Democratic governor and a Republican president under the guise
of Independence, professes to believe that Taft has a walkaway In the race
for president.
The Star argues the matter out after this fashion:
The last real conteHt for the Republican nonilnutlon for the Presidency was twelve years ago, and that contest resulted In the nomination
However, even that contest was practically deterof William McKlnley.
mined some time before the St. Louis convention met.
It is interesting to recall at this time the prospects of the successful
candidate of that year five months before the convention.ana wnose
closHarrison, who had been regarded as a possible candidate,
est personal and political friends, especially in Indiana, had urged him
definitely
to enter the race, published a letter on February 3 declaring
there was much speculathat he would not be a candidate. Immediately gain
most from his elimition as to which of the other candidates would
nation. The other candidates of consequence were Mr. Heed. Senator Allison of Iowa, Governor Levi P. Morton of New York and Mr. McKlnley.
The Interesting thing, In Its bearing on the present campaign, Is that
like the lead that
at that time, in February, no candidate hadwasanything
definitely known was that
Secretary Taft has gained. About ull that
the candidates entered would have the delegations rrom tneir respective
states. Bo far as expression outside of these states was concerned. It was
although
not showing itself conspicuously in favor of any one of the rivals,encourageMcKinley, with Mr. Hanna at the wheel, had received more
ment than the others. In Kansas, for example, there was a McKlnley organisation of some consequence, but only one of the congressional delegation from that state had declared a preference, and he was In favor of
Keed.
Compare the prospects of McKlnley in February. 1896, with those of
Secretary Taft, the leading candidate at this time. There are still three
weeks before the anniversary of the Harrison letter, and In that time Mr.
Taft will Bhow still more progress. The estimates made In Washington,
by which it is shown that Mr. Taft already seems assured of more than
enough votes to nominate, looks conservative, especially as It does not Include any votes in New England, where he will doubtless get at least as
many as any other candidate, and it leaves oat of consideration other
probabilities wholly to h's advantage.

the very last line'
These are the sentiments of one of Albuquerque's largest merchants. Think it over and
decide if it is true.

n,

d.

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Issued at an hour
when people have time to read

JANUARY WEDDING AT ROSWELL
N. M., Jan. 15. Miss
IHoswell,
Amelia Bach man and Richard M.
Tlgner, both of Roswell, will be married Saturday, January 26, at St.
Peter's Catholic church. Mr. Tlgner
Is a pharmacist at the store of the
Pecos Valley Drug company and Miss
Bachman was formerly employed as
saleslady at the store of Morrison
Brothers. They will make their home
on North Richardson avenue,
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YOI NG PEOPLE WED.
Roswell, N. M., Jan. 15. Miss
Callie Townsend, of Roswell, and
Hardy Alagood, of Texas, were married Sunday at Oklahoma City. Miss
Townsend had resided In Roswell
several years and was employed as
stenographer tnr Jaffa, Prager & Co.
Mr. Alagood lias spent most of his
life In Texas and met Miss Townsend
while on a visit in Roswell several
years ago. They will reside at Law-toOkla.

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In Naw Mexico.
A large stock
of dry sprues
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it Is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.

FOR

CITY

LAMBS

RIO

n,

Market Shows Healthy Ad- vance Despite Good Supply
-- 25 to 40 Cents.

NEW MEXICAN DEAD IN EL PASO
El Paso, Texas, Jan. 15. Max
a resident of the upper Rio
Grande valley, died at the hospital
In El Paso, Sunday evening.
The deceased was brought to El
Paso Sunday morning suffering With
an acute attack of appendicitis, and
taken to the hospital In the hope
that an operation would prove beneficial.
He began to sing so rapidly
that the operation was not performed and he died In a few hours.
Mr. Armljo was about thirty years
of age and was a member of one of
the most prominent families of the
Mesilla valley.
lie Is survived by one sister and
two brothers, Mrs. Samuel Helen, of
San Antonio, Texas; Iandnr' Armljo,
probate clerk at Las Cruces, and
Armljo. cashier In H. 1). Bowman's bank at Las Cruces.
Ar-mij- o,

SKELETON PROMISES MYSTERY.
El Paso,
Texas. Jan. 15. Additional Interest has been added In
connection with the mystery of the
skeleton which was recently found on
Mt. Franklin.
The report has been
circulated
that the remains are
those of E. F. Wells, a former employe of the local G. 11. freight depot.

The Initials on the steamer rug
f.mnd with the skeleton are similar
tn thuse (if Mr. Wells, and as a further verification of the report It Is
ssi id that Wills left El Paso last fall
YOUNG ItOSWELL
COl'PLE MAUHIED. and had not been heard from since.
The report Is denied by friends of
.ii.iau-elV M.. Jan. 15.
Miss Bert
Wells, who claim that he Is now
Wlgginton and John Henry Mullls, of Mr.
Roswell, were married last ween ai In Douglas.
iha hnmp of the bride's uncle. B. I).
Take DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder
Garner, Rev. John W. Smith, pastor Pills. They promptly relieve
back
of the M. E. church, officiating. A ache nnd weak nfX Sold by J. 11
few of the mot intimate rrlenas or O'RIelly Co.
l
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A SAFE HOME THEATMEKT

Kansas City Stock Yards, Jan. 15.
market last week
The cattle
changed for the better after Tuesday, and ended with an advance of
10 to 25 cents over the close of the
Demand from all
previous week.
sources Is rapidly broadening, and
there are now very few traces in
the cattle market of the late panic.
The supply of cattle today is 14.000
head, several thousand more than
were expected, but the market is not
suffering much, steady to 10 cents
lower on killing kinds, and stockers
Buyers know
and feeders strong.
that the number of cattle on feed in
Kansas City territory is limited, and
In the hands of experienced operators, who are not eaRlly Influenced
by market fluctuations, and they are
glad to buy freely at present range
of prices. Some good Colorados were
here last week, and sold at the high
est prices of the season, beef steers
at I4.1!5 to t4.50, cows $3.23 to 14.10.
few fancy cows at $4.50, stockers
$4.10, feeders $4.20. A string of New
Mexicos are here today, high bred
stockers at $4.40, cows at $2.65 to
$3.65. Country demand has been extra good, as the good beef catile
market is encouraging and buyers
figure that spring Is now almost in
sight.
lyheep and lambs advanced 25 to
40 cents
last week, although the
supply was fairly liberal at Sl.Ouo
head for the week. Run is 10,000
today, market strong, top lambs $7.
fair to good lambs $6.50 to 16.90, fed
yearlings $5.60 to $6.20, wethers
$4.50 to $5.25. ewes $4.25 to $5.00.
Receipts are running larger than was
piedicted. possibly at the expense of
future supplies. Buyers are anxious
for tuff at all times, and there Is
little or no margin between local
ana eastern prices.

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

In S. S. S. nature has provided a certain, safe, home cure for Contagions
Blood 1'nison. It is a medicine made entirely of roots and herbs of
blood purifying value, and is the one medicine which is able to get
down to the root of the trouUe and remove every particle of the virus, and
at the same time benefit and build up the system and general health. No
harmful effects ever follow its use, as is so often the case when strong minAs soon as the system rets under the influence of
eral medicines nre used.
S S. S the disease begins to improve, and when the remedy has thoroughly
nitrified the blood and driven out every trace of the poison, no signs of the
The general manifestations of Contagious
trouble are ever seen ngain.
Relieves Colds by working them out
spots, ulcerated mouth and
Mood Poison such as falling hair,
throat, sores and uh'ers, etc., are merely smptoms of the poisoned condi of tha system thrcugh a copious and
tion of the blood, nnd in most cases respond quickly to local treatment, healthy action of the bows Is.
Our
while S. S. S. is doing, the necessary work of cleansing the blood.
Relieves coughs by cleanslnf the
"Home Treatment" book is of great assistance along this line. It is a mucous membranes of the throat, chest
complete guide for treating the trouble, containing instructions for the and bronchial tubes.
different stages of the disease, and also valuable suggestions about the hxal
MAa pleasant to th last
treatment, that will be most helpful in effect tig a cure. We will be glad
at Map! Sugar"
to send a copy of this book, free of charge, to any who desire it, and if
special medical advice is wanted our physicians will take pleasure in sup'
tilving it without cost to the patient. If you are suffering with Conta
gious JJlood Poison you can cure yourself in the privacy of vour own home
MONEYS Tnj
Fir
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Children Like
BACKACHE-WE-

AK

Hill-S-

It

GRANDE LUMBhH

Phone 8.

GO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

YOU CAN SAVE
A

checking account will not only help you to spend

your money economically, but it will also aid you

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pav by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

THE BANK OF COMMERE

t

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPIAL AND SURPLUS $200,000;

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
duties lighter, ttw cares lea
and the worries fewer.
YOU

telephone
The
preserves
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your hocie.

NEED A TELEPHONE

IN YOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette
W.

Sll-S-

lt

Albuquerque, New Mexico

u. PATTERSON

Llverv
and Boarding etifcle?
West Silver Amino.
Telephone
ALBtiyUKHOrK.

Albuquerque

NEW MEXICO.

Foundry and

Machine Works

It.
HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Kara, Babbit Metal: Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Mining mmm mill n9thlnrr m 900mlmlty
H00lrm
Foundry east aid of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

1.

WEDNESDAY, J.VXCAIIY

ALBUQUERQUE
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15.
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Great Sensational Sale of Ready-to-we- ar
1

--

2

Garments begins Thursday, Jan. 16.

PRICE SALE COATS, JACKETS, SUITS

ONE-HAL- F

Every garment in the house goes into this Big 2 Price Sale.
Opera coats, broadcloth and kersey coats, fancy mixed coats,
long and short Caracul or fur cloth jackets and coats; all children's coats. Also entire line of handsome tailored suits, all to
regular selling price.
be sold at just one-hal- f
1--

f

100 women's suits and coats, latest styles,
assorted sizes, $20 to $25, your choice for

Remember, we do as we advertise

Don't miss the greatest Muslin Underwear Sale ever held in Albuquerque. Begins Thursday, January 16
NEW
PLEASES

ACT

pressing his bill he had in the last
congress; to authorize the president
to appoint a commissioner to settle
the boundary lines between the territory of New Mexico and the state
of Oklahoma and the state of Texas,
in conjunction with a commissioner
appointed by the state of Texas and
for other purposes.
Mr. Stephens has Introduced a bill
for a
commission composed of three members of the house
of representatives, to be appointed
by the speaker, and six representative business men, to be appointed
by the president, not more than five
to belong to the same political party;
to revise the postal laws and regulations. Each commissioner shall receive $10.00 per day, and ordinary
traveling expenses; and shall hold
sessions at 'Washington,
and such
other places as they may designate.
The sum of (20,000 Is appropriated
for expenses.
Mh. Stephens has also introduced
a bill: That the restrictions as to
the sale and taxation of the homesteads of all those not of Indian
blood residing In the state of Oklahoma, except minors are removed.

SILVER

This little valley is rapidly becoming
a farming community.

CITY

"

Supervisor

i

H. C. MoClure,

of the
Forest lleserve has resigned his position and removed permanently from this city to enter the
practice of law at Lexington, Kentucky, where he will make his future home.
l

STEADILY

Gross Kelly & Co

n

LABOR
Measure Has Chance of Pas'
sing SoonTo Restore
Motto on Coins.
Washingrton,

D.

C, Jan

15

(Spec-

Mr. and Mrs. John Koskl. long
time residents of this city have gone
to Turlock, In the Sen Joaquin valley
of California, where they will make
their home having bought a large
ranch at that place.

GROWING
Judge Thompson Lets

Con-trac-

t

for Handsome New
Residence.

ial Correspondence)
The bill which
was prepared by Senator Knox and
Representative Bates, both of Pennsylvania, and both prominent republican members of the two houses, to
liability act
make the employers'
meet the objections made to it on
COXTKOIjLIXG XATITKK.
constitutional grounds by the United
Everybody knows that of late
States Supreme Court, and introduced years
natural forces have been wonin the senate by Senator Knox and
derfully subjected to man's need. We
In the house by Mr. Bates; will likely give much satisfaction to all labor are dazzled by the spectacular
achievements In steam and electricorganizations.
but are likely to forget the less
The bill la practically the same as ity,
noisy but no less marvelous conthat Introduced by Senator Penrose quest
of animal and plant life.
and Mr. Bates and passed two years
Horses are swifter, cattle heavier,
ago, which the supreme court has cows
give
milk and sheep have
but finer fleecesmore
Just declared unconstitutional;
than in days gone by.
the objection Is not by adding the In
plants
the transformation is even
provision that It shall apply in so
marked. People now living can
far as congress over Interstate com- more
remember
when the number of edible
merce extends. The measure is expected to pass at an early date by fruits and vegetables waa far less
present,
than
at
and even those that
both houses of congress.
The county commissioners have
be grown were vastly inferior
Uelcgate Smith, of Arizona says could
decided
to help the city and individ
to
we
now
what
have.
example,
For
that he just introduced his bill to our parents knew nothing
property
ual
holders to build a
of the
Arizona to 6talehood, pro tomato
admit
across the arroyo which now
excet as a curious ornament bridge
forma. That he does not expect to In
place
of old Main street
takes the
get favorable action this session; as ly the garden. Sweet corn was hard- Over fifty thousand dollars has been
than
better
fleid
commonest
the
both Senator Beverlgde, chairman of sorts. All oranges had
in past years to control
seeds. Celery expended
the senate committee, and Speaker was little known and poor
which annually sweep
the flood
quality.
in
Cannon are opposed to the admis- In the flower bed the magnilicent down from the mountains and fill
sion of any more s ales for some pansy has replaced the inslgnillcent this arroyo to overflowing, but the
years to come.
has come to the conclusion
hearts's ease, from which it was de- town the
In ixl Wo Trunt.
outlay is only money wasted
that
veloped,
pea
In
sweet
the
all
and
its
The motto "In God We Trust" may dainty splendor traces its origin to and will now
content Itself with
be placed upon the gold coins of the
bridging the chasm. The bridge will
common
garden
the
vegetable.
its removal from
United States.
This progress has been made In cost about six thousand dollars of
which, when' the new "artistic" issue spite
which half will be paid by the city
of the great tendency manifest
was made a few weeks ago, caused ed In all
by
"d COUnly, a"d 'h5
go
plants
to
and
animals
back
.an outcry from the four quarters of to
lhe Vverty holders interested.
original
type.
the
a
Is
It
Indeed
the country.
to keep strains pure and
of
the house aup battlo
A
Mr. IX It. Itobertson has recently
to the standard they have already
Committee on Coinage, Weights and attained,
sold his plumbing business to Mr.
any
let
improvement.
alone
Measures was appointed to take up The practical results are accomplishArthur Ball, and he will engage In
the matter and inquire into the rea- ed
by man operating largely for love the hardware business, Installing a
son for removing the motto and the of tlio work, like
stock In the Card building on
Luther Burbank large
advisability of replacing it upon the in California,
Bullard street.
Eng
in
and
Eckford
coins. The result Is very doubtful, land, as
as by the great seed
County Treasurer, Jackson Agee
but a recommendation to replace the merchants well
D. M. Ferry & Co., of De- motto may result.
'or hP
l,h" ,ax fcrece,p
Mich.,
trolt.
who
are
only
eternot
liailrotuls lo Itednoe Wages.
December
nally vigilant to hold what ground months
There Ls unusual speculation about has been gained, but have a corps of t0 nave been the larPeBt ' tne hls- the fact that although the railroads tia:ned enec la ists hacked l.v n,nlA llM
",c
have nut jet come to the question means to conduct new experiments. ponding months of other years. The
of reducing the rate of wuges paid The results of their experiences can receipts for the month of December
thousand
to the different classes of labor in lie found In their 1908 Seed Annual, were closed to seventy-fiv- e
dollars.
their employment, there is little which they will send free to all
doubt that the matter will be taken
The Methodist church of this
To atin hand later In the year.
tempt to enforce a reduction at this
The annual business meeting of Place- Rev- J- M- Jackson, pastor, Is
time would be, in the opinion of the Baptist church will be held at Improving Its fine property by putsome railroad men, unwise for many the church on Wednesday, the 15th ting down a cement sidewalk along
it would be more or less Inst., at 7:30 p. m. Every member Its entire frontage of over two hunreason
unpopular with the general public, should be present. J. A. Shaw, pas- dred feet. The walk will cost about
live hundred dollars.
The entire
would afford demagogues an oppor- tor.
street facing the court house will be
tunity
attack on corporate InterHAiit iiu:ssi:i5 ami niiHOPo given an imposing appearunce since
ests, and might fail besides.
DIST
the order waa made by the city coun- Senator Culberson, the Democratic
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors op cil to all the property holders to put
minority leader, is carefully watch- posite
t
the
Alvarado
next
joor
and
down walks.
ing the financial bill, that was re- Sturgea' cafe, Is prepared
to g
ported from the finance committee. thorough scalp treatment,
d
Mu 'h improvement is going on In
If he cannot get all of the provitreat corns, bunions and Inthe city In the way of working the
She gives mai-sions of the three bills that he in- growing nails.
M rj
u ding residences.
The building of
and manicuring.
troduced on the banking and finan- treatment own
preparation of com- cement sidewalks would be more uniHambini's
cial question, he will try very hard plexion
th-up
n anrt versally observed by property own
cream
builds
to get the main features engrafted improves
complexion, and
p
pric
upon the bills. Senator Culberson Is guaranteed the
not to be Injurious. SC. ers were it not for the hold-unot a member of the finance com- also prepare a hair tonic that curei es asked by the contractors the prl'e
e
twenty-fivper
cents.
foot here Is
mittee, out Mr. Bailey is a member. and prevents dandruff and hair fullout; restores life to deal hair The prVrs asked In most towns in
It Is not yet known as to just what ing
removes
moles,
warts
superfljout
New Mexico Is a maximum of 16
and
stand Mr. Motley will take on the
hair. Massage treatment by vib'atot ccr.is per font.
finance bill.
machines. For any blemish of
I!-esentative Stevens Is again face call and consult Mrs. Bimbinl
A
new lumber company has been
orjmilzed here to sell lumber sawed
from the forests of the tiiia National
Reserve. The company which has
named itself the Silver City Lumber
company has bought an immense
quantity of the timber which the reserve has offered for sale north of
I 'In o.s Altos.
Mr. George J. Salle Is
manager of the new company.
.
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There Is Only One

That Is

L&xztawo Bromo Quinine
USED THE VIOr.LD

CVEH JO Ct'.TC .1 COLO IM ONE

Always ronifiuber tiie Juil iiu.'jc.
for this signature on ever' box.

look
2 So.

OA.

SWA

Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
acts upon the bowels and thereby
drives the cold out of the system.
It contains no opiates It Is pleasant
to take and Is highly recommended
for children. Sold by J. H. ORIelly

Wholesale

large dam ha Just been com
pleted on the arroyo known as Whiskey Creek which will Impound millions of gallons of water for irrigation purposes.
The dam is built
on the homestead of R. L. Bateman.
John II. Frazier will shortly begin
the construction of a dam on his
place which will be sufficient for the
storage of water for a large acreage.
A

MASQUERADE BALI

Grocers

WAS BIG SUCCESS
Little

MIkh

Nine-Year-O- ld

lady's Prize Costume
and Varied.

j)

(Incorporated)

Co.

Sliver City, X. M., Jan 15. Judge
Joseph M. M. Thompson, of the New
Jersey supreme court, who makes
his home here during the winter
months has let the contract for a
mansion to be built on the block
directly south of the A. S. Goodel
place Messrs. Black and Atkins have
taken the contract.
The residence
will be one of the largest and most
expensive In New Mexico.
Silver
City Is rapidly becoming a favorite
winter as well as summer home for
wealthy easterners.
One of the latest to settle here is Dr. Penrose, a
prominent
Philadelphia physician,
and a brother? of Conator Penrose of
Pennsylvania.
has
Xr. Penrose
bought the former residence of President C. M. Light, of the New Mex
ico Normal School.
Professor Light
will erect a new home for himself
nearer the Normal grounds.

0

Captures
Many

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

The masquerade ball given under
the management of the Colombo
Dancing academy last night at the
Colombo hall was ofie of the most
delightful social events of the season, over one hundred couples being present.
Miss Darlene Young,
the pretty
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Young, won the lady's
prize, a Jewel case, while Jack Crls-t- y
captured the gentleman's prize, a
Waterman fountain pen. The music
was the best obtainable in the city,
and everybody who attended
the
dance spent a most enjoyable
nine-year-o- ld

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

Why Colds Arc Itanirerou.
If you would be Immune from disease, keep the system healthy. Each
successive cold weakens the constitution and Tenders infectious diseases
more liable.
Chamberlain's Cougn
Remedy will cure your cold promptly and restore the system to Its normal condition. For sale by All

Gross Kelly & Co

Cash for (runny sacks, all size;
wagon will call for thorn. Phone 16,
1
K. W. I co.
S.,ulli 1 li St.
KODOL Is the best remedy known
today for dyspepsia, indigestion and
all troubles arising from a disordered stomach.
It Is pleasant, prompt
and thorough. Sold hy J. H. O'Rlelly
(102-00-

(Incorporated)

Co.

Our shp-- t and rollar work Is perOur "1HMI:STIC FINISH" Is
the proper thing. We lead others
fect.

follow.

LAl'NDHY CO.

IMPERIAL

Pal Pinto Wells Winers' Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It.

Elks'

Theater

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 15th

Presbyterian

America's Great Comic Opera
Farceurs

WEDNESDAY, JAN'Y 15

MURRAY

PRICES,

:

$1.00, 50c

MACK
In the Laughing Musical Heauty
Show

READ)

OUR

AND

CLARENCE EDDY
Amcrica'i GttiXest Organist
To all who have made themselves acquainted with the foremost names of .'hose responsible for the progress of music in
Its highest branches, that of
Clarence Eddy is well known to
Indicate one, who, all the world
over, ranks among the greatest
of America's representative organists. In speaking of his
work, the great German master
Ilerr August llaupt, said "In
organ playing the performances
of Mr. Eddy are worthy to be
designated as eminent, and he
Is undoubtedly the peer of any
living organist." Slgnor Egam-bat- l,
said: "He Is one of the
greatest artists of the present
epoch."
Mr. Eddy is modest and unassuming, he has none of those
eccentricities which are generally associated with genius but
possesses
individuality
that
which fosters respect and esteem.
Mr. Eddy will be assisted oy
Miss Lillian EUwood, who will
sing two solos.
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I ADVERTISEMENTS

The Sunny Side
of Broadway
Ity Walter and Murray ami lloyle
Woolfolk.
TIIK SAME lUULI.IANT CAST
4l People 10.
Original New York Prodiu-tioami
I Scanty lirigailo.
Prices 50c, 75c mi l tl.OO. Iloxii $1.50.
Scuts on suit at Mut-ton'-s
Tuesday,
dun. 1 llli at 8 o'clock.
Ilad &tonutcli Trouble Cured.
Having been sick for the past two
years with a bad stomach trouble,
a friend gave me a dose of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver TabThey did me so much good
lets.
that I bought a bottle of them and
have used twelve bottles in all. Today I am well of a bad stomach
Cooper.
trouble. Mrs. John Lowe,
Maine. These tablets are for sale by

All

Druggist.

S

j

ARB READING
THIS ONE

I

ALBUQUERQUE

PAH nniH.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

:iI:slAV.

JAMAllV

15.

1908,

F. H. S TRONC

FURMITU.RE

AT ONCE

STRONG BLOCK

The business of the Benham Indian
Trading Co. has been purchased by
John Lee Clarke, Incorporated
A cash payment of $5000 must be made
at once. To do this we must reduce the large
and splendid stock, and the only way to reduce
stock quickly is to

Railroad Avenue
and First St.

Farming

Railroad Avenue
and First St.

THROW AWAY PROFITS AND SELL GOODS AT COST

3 OFF

Largest and Most Complete Line Ever Shown in This City
DEALERS

We especially desire to call your attention

o our large line of Walking
and Sulky Plows, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrows, Cultivatcrs; Hay
Presses, the Improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially
adapted for Alfalfa Fields. Studebaker wagons the only kind
worth buying or having. REPAIRS: We carry a complete stock of
repairs for our line of goods.
:

Prices the Lowest

Post-Card-

AND CONTINUING UNTIL

h

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25
ALL GOODS, INCLUDING BLANKETS, ARE MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES

Japanese Brasses
Russian Copper
Moccasins
Chimayo Pillows
Fine Seal Bags
Indian Silver

1

s

THURSDAY, JANUARY 16

On Navajo Blankets,
Mexicin Drawnwork

go,

Mcintosh hardware

For ten days, beginning tomorrow

ONE THIRD

Quality the Best

Write for Trices and Descriptive Catalogues.

On everything in our store
Except

3cr

Implements

Pfcase note that
goods listed here
not old jank that
cannot dhpose of in
other way-h- ot

the
are
we

any

STAPLE GOODS
the prices of which you
know as well as we do.

ONE THIRD

OFF

On Leather Pillows
Table Mats
Mexican Zarapes
Souvenir Spoons
Navajo Bracelets
Baskets and Placques

Air Brush Banners

A FEW SPECIALS AT SO

Indian Silver

OFF

A Whole Counter Piled High with Good Things

Indian Pottery, Jasper Cameo Ware, Wood Calendars, clever
Hand-PaintCalendars, Japanese Ivory Hat Pins, Teddy
Bears, Funny Dolls, Silver Swastikas, Enameled Swastikas,
Safety Razors, Fountain Pens.
ed

BUY MOW IFOR NEXT

XSiflMS

OHN LEE CLARK
INCORPORATED

Successor to Benham Indian Trading Co.
RAILROAD AVE. AND FIRST ST.

ABOUT TOWN

All Under One Management

iiuiiiiiiitiiii
IKixls HImI Tor Itcconl.
H. T. McKlnney and wife to

Josephine Copeland,
Interest in Star Lode mine, l.
Elle A. Cantrell to Alfonse
Clarion, lot 2, Sec. 8, T. 9 N.,
It. 3 E., and other property, $1.

The Oxford Hotel

two-fift-

American Plan 216 North Second

Richelieu olives, the best on any
market.
Coyotes, badgers and all fur bear
ers trapped to order. E. F. Cobb, the
Albuquerque taxidermist.
Anona Council No. 1, Degree of
Pochahontas, will
hold a regular
meeting Thursday
evening at 8
o'clock.
The Woman's Missionary society of
the First Methodist church, will meet
at the home of Mrs. J. C. Rollins.
413 South Third street, Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Richelieu CofTee none better.
The funeral of Mrs. An ton la Our-alaged 60 years, who died yestermorning at her home in Barelas, was
held in the Barelas church this
morning at' 10 o'clock, with burial
in San Jose cemetery.
Try Richelieu Ketchup.
The Varsity basket ball team will
play the Minors at th Casino Friday evening at 8 o'clock. They were
to have played the Kids but got cold
feet. However, they will tackle the
Kld.t a week later and expect to take
their measure. There will be dancing after the game Friday.
There were three enlistments In
company G, the local militia organization, last evening. The new soldiers are D. Malone, Thomas
and W. Wlckliam. The militiamen are doing considerable work
on the target range these days and
a marked improvement If shown in
their shooting. Company K In old
Albuquerque is now drilling in its
new armory.
The members of company O, New
Mexico National Guard, who will as
sist the Varsity players in their presentation of the "Girl I Left Behind
Me" the latter part of the month,
are hard at work practicing their
roles.
The militiamen' will furnish
the soldiers neees.-aifor the performance anil it is said that half the
company will be needed. The play
Is military from slart to finish.
I'ltra fine canned pineapples at
the Richelieu.
A new Trojan mangle, t lie largest
ever brought to the southwest, is being Installed in the plant of the lm
purlul Laundry company.
The machine is Id feet long and weighs 9 li
tons, the masnlve
cylinder weighing three tons. It was manufacturer
by the Troy Laundry Machine company of Chicago, and.lt Is said only
thirty-on- e
mangles of this size are In
use today, the others all being in
large cities. Another small mangle
for socks and ha tid kerchiefs, is also
being Installed. The.se additions to
laundry plant will
the Imperial
more than double its capacity and
enable them to deliver work on very
short notice.
you
See F. F. Trotter whenever
need groceries. You'll get the best.
The formal opening of M. F.
Myers' new hotel, The Oxford, took
place last evening at 5 o'clock, ami
to all who were fortunate enough to

$2.00 Per Day
Special Rates by the Week or Month
Centrally Located, Modern, Well Furnished.
Attractive and Convenient Place in the City.

Most

The Oxford Buffet

e,

Say-hou-

A la Carte"

ServiceWith

Oxford Hotel

Positively the Finest Imported and Domestic

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
That the Market Affords.

Buffet Lunch
SKILLED SERVICE

RATES REASONABLE

se

!tti'i

partake of that first meal, it will be
an event to be remembered for some

time to come. The tables literally
groaned under their load of good
things, and us cqjira followed course,
the guesis groaned In unison under
As
the load they had assimilated.
was announced, the doora opened at
5 o'clock sharp, and In a few minutes
after that hour the tables were all
Every one was
comfortably filled.
Dleased. not only with the viands
served, but also with the courteous
service, and the cheerful, uttia'ctlvt
Interior of the room.

The Home Restaurant
Table de
Large,

West Gold

Hote-2- 07

Room, Prompt. Courteous Service,
Music While You Eat, Number l Meals

Well-Lighte- d

Breakfast
Dinner

Supper
PATRONIZED

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

25c

35c
35c

6 to 9
12 to 2

5:30 to 7:30

BY THE PEST PEOPLE OF THE CITY

The Myers Rooming House
904 South Third

Largest Rooming House in the City
Elaborately Finished Throughout, Thoroughly
Modern, Handsomely Furnished, Home-Lik- e
and Comfortable Rooms.

Rates Reasonable

Management of M. F. Myers
TI1I.7 rll'tVCIl
niimnVIVIV
Located at 121 North Third street.
The only real ateam cleaning plant in
We are now better
the southwest.
prepared than ever before to clean
anything that is cleanable. la cleaning, pressing and repairing clothes,
we take the front seat. All we ask

I

ii a trial.

All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and sold.
Goods called for and delivered on
short notice. Phona 460.

DeWltfs
Salve
piles.

Carboliaeft Witch Hazel

Is especially recommended for
Sold By J. H. O'Rlelly Co.

:inksi

AV.

.tNr.tiv

IS.

10.

ALBITQUKKQHK

REASONS WHY
I

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
Of New Mexico and Arizona

The Simpier-Clar- k

'

It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to promote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Lecal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

THE FINEST

iB

PUZZLES

APPLES
Gano, Lauver,
Bellflower, Sheepnose

Was

Shoe

Lemons, Grapefruit
and Cocoanuts

i

7

it
4T

f

Panic?

f

tV

.But no one need suffer
as long as be can get

Our Famous
Bread and Cakes
i

NONE BETTER

.

FRENCH
BAKERY
2l2E.Central.Phone597
OOCJOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJU

The
Columbus
Hotel
FOR

?

Meals
TXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Board and Room

$16.00

MRS.M.E.NORRIS
JtO Eait Ccal Avenie

Champion

GROCERY COMPANY
4
V. Tijcras Phone
Matteuccl Bros., Props.
22-3-

51

ALBERT FABER
WEST CENTRAL AVE.

308-31- 0

quality.

WITH AMPIJE3 MEANS

police
the
afternoon.
a few more details of
the robbery of M. Wlsburn,
which was supposed to have tak- en place last night.
Persons living In the neighbor
hood of Filth and Coal avenue,
where Wlsburn said he was rob
bed, reported thut they heard a
dispute between a man and a
woman at about the hour the
robbery was said to have taken
place.
A woman was heard to cry

T

ff

t
f
tf
f

IN CONNECTION WITH STORE

Shoe Co,

Simpier-Clar- k

HOBOES GIVE THIS CITY

until his feet got cold when he finally employed a man with a rig to
drive h'tn the elgnteen miles to San-tFe.
.
However, It Is not probable that
letter service will be Installed on the
Lamy branch num.
There has been more profanity
wasted at Umy on the Lamy branch
than on any othr Individual line of
railroad in the clvlllxed world.
at

,

.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERT PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

f

sV

Police Judge Hasn't Much
Business Because the Police
f
Are Too Active.

V

HitlTIttlttllll

"Well, 1 walked right in and turnand walked right out
"With the streets of Albuquerque ed around
lighted with the brighest moonlight again."
This was the soulful little ditty
that has been seen here lor
many weeks, the police are some- hummed by a lone hobo as he sorwhat at loss to understand how M. rowfully bade farewell to the good
Wlsburn, the Bernalillo county bu- ( city' of Albuquerque
this morning
tcher who said he was robbed last and wended his way, westward, Hu,
night by two negresses and a negro after a Utile conversation with Tho- man of $162 and some check, could mas McMIHIn, chief of police.
The lone wanderer was one of the
have been drugged for nearly four
blocks without some one having seen first to run into the dragnet which
has been out for some days. He had
the affair.
Wlsburn left the hotel Sturges this Just arrived and was plaintively be-- j
morning, where he had a room, and seeching ten cents from passersby
the clerk said he had gone to Herna-- 1 I with which to buy a meal. Appear
ances, nm ever, indicated
ii, intending ti return tonight.
that a
According v the ory he told the drink was what he really wanted.
He was a member of the "pro- police lust night, two negro women
and a. negro man came up behind fesh," a "jiiiinyug" ii they are callliini, seized him and dragged
him ed, which means in hobo vernacular
from Fourth and Central avenue to that he wouldn't work If he had to.
"We
need a. few mm on the
the alleyway in the rear of 507 Coal
avenue, while the negro man held street gang." said the chief cheerily
hla hand over the victim's mouth to as he met the hobo this morning.
The hobo didn't stop to discuss
prevent an outcry.
The distance, as Wlsburn describ- the matter or municipal thorough
ed the route, would have entailed a fares. He waved his hand as he said
trip of some four blocks. Wlsburn good bye ami headed due west.
"Albuquerque is a poor place for
Is not a dwarf by any means and his
hoboes," said the chief. "We've got
weight alone would have been suffit
too
several
cient
much work these days and not
huve exhausted
strong men on such a trip even If enough warm jail quarters. The town
is
free from
wandering vagarants
he did nut struggle.
r.ut the fact remains that Wlsburn and the police will help keep It in
was robbed and the police have the that condition if possible the rest of
dragnet out for several colored wo- the winter."
Two
lone
mourners appeared In
men who are known to have a shady
reputation as well as shady complex- the court of Police Judge Craig this
morning.
ion.
They will be lined up for Wisburn
One whose name was not made
public, told the judge that If
to identify if he returns (or that
he
would give him until lu o'clock, he
Wisburn Is well known here. He could get a Job. He got the Job. The
on other who said his name was A. T.
frequently
visits Albuquerque
business and ph'aure and has a Moore and who was without visible
large number of friends here.
means of support or vlsib.e means
Thomas Mc.Millin, chief of police, of wanting work, was given ten dolsaid this morning, that he expected lars or ten days. He is now employed
some developments in the case soon, by the city cleaning the streets.
considerable
throw
John Motley, a linotype operator
which might
was fined ten dollars for creating a
more light on the circumstances.
In the meantime there is some- disturbance and using language more
Hu paid
what of a wave of excitement among expressive, than eloquent.
certain colored ladies, who are too the fine.
Craig
adjourned
Judge
well known to the police.
Then
outgoing trains are being court.
All
watched, today by the police to pre-vtsuspects leaving.
SANTA FE OFFICIAL
Piles: Ctmil In 6 to 14 Days.
guaranteed
Is
to
KNT
DlNT.M
PAZO
cure any case of Itching, blind,
WAITED AI LAMY
to
oleedlng or protruding piles In
14 day or money refunded, 60 cents.
e.

n'

Belen; Henry Scharyenka. Belen; L.
E. Plsque, Wlllard; W. A. Brown,
Cerrlllos; B. S. Phillips, Santa Fe;
I). Swarlngton, Melrose.
.

W.

Vloe President and Cashitir.

THE PACIFIC

WILLIAM MclNTOSH,

Savoy.

Wm. Mulligan, Penasco; R. StewA. M. BLACKWELL
art, Hamilton, Can.; A. A. White.
Mt. Pleasant;
J. A. McNeill,
St.
Louis; H. Freeman, Dresden, Tenn. 04sC04bO4bOsO4bOKD4bO4bC
"OLD RELIABLE."
Grand Central.
S. B. Armstrong, El Paso; R. E.
Mason, Las Vegas; Miss K. Humphreys, Cleveland, Ohio; E. II. Love,
Los Angeles; B. D. Prevson and wife,

MUTUAL

'

TTt

J. JOHNSON,

i.

Assistant Cashier.
BALD
RIDGE,
C.
J.
O. K. CROMWELL.

';

W. Cotrell,

a PUTNEY

ESTABLISHED 1S7S.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Kansas Cl:y;

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
the Southwest.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Metal Market.
New York, Jan. 15. Lead steady,
3.703.75; Lake copper dull 13
v
silver

66.

Xow York Money Market.
New York, Jan. 15. Prime mer-

cantile paper

6 fi

per cent; money
per cent.

X

ot. call, steady 3ft

FARM AND FREIGHT WAQONS
ALBUQUERQUE,

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ooaooottoC)ooc

GOOD S1QH7

Clilcngo IimIiiv Market.
Wheat May 103H. July 984.
Com May eo4iji4, July 68 T.
Oats May f,:4, July 4
Pork Jan. S12.87H. May I13.42V4.
Lard Jan. 17.75, May 18.02 '4 W

Is a Priceless Possession, and
you should not allow your eyes
to be treated except bya com-

5.

petent optician or occulist.

SCEROEDfTloraESTRA

EXAMINATION FREE

rf

,

114 West Central,
PHONE 4 SI.

OCO4OOOOOC04K)OO 0C0CCOsO000OCCXK3
Consult

a

Dentist

Reliabis

FuU Set of Teetli
$1.50 lip
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns
$0

Painless Extracting
ALL

.

$8

...5()c

WORK ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

......

GUAR-

jt

i

DRS. COPP and PITTTIT.
ROOM 12, N. T. A.4MI.IO BIJXJ.

P. MATTEUCCI

.

1

SHOE

STORE

AND

REPAIRS

Green Front

al

;

GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

Games, Oph. D.

C. H.

Allm-qui'lq-

1

I

will tell you free just what
I can do for your eyes, and

$7 17

Clilcngoi Market.
Chicago. III., Jan. 15. Cattle about
is, mm, strong to shade higher. Beeves
$3.65rq 6.35; cows and heifers ll.30(i
4.u; Txeans S3. 15 'u 4.00; calves J5.50
ii7.f0: westerns 1 3.75 P 4.60; stock- ers and feeders 1 2.26 it 4.50;.
Sheep about 18,0110, strong. West
SS.OOJj)
ern S 3. 50 fj 5.70; yearlings
(S.O0; lambs S5.60j 7.40.

N. M.

X30004K3bOCK0bOC04O

4Vs

Closing Stocks.
,
73 V4
Atchison
86 H
Prd
New York Central
102 V4
HAS f IRST REHEARSAL Pennsylvania
116
76 14
Southern Pacific
I'nlon Pacific
..126V4
cm Auxii'uHllon of MlisU-iattPromI'M
84
ises lo !sel tlu linf for
Amalgamated
63
Olclicslrus.
Steel
30 K
I'M
B4S
Last evening the new orchestra,
lately organized by H. VV. Schroeder.
Onmlm Market.
held their first rehearsal In the stuSouth Omaha, Neb., Jan. 15. Catdio of the director, room twenty-eigh- t, tle 5.000, steady to stronger. WestHarnett building. Mr. Schroe- ern steers 3.00iii 4 60; Texas steers
der expressed himself as being well S2.75 rr 4.1 5; range cow s and heifers
$ .50
Il.7,'(i 3.75; cunners
pleased with the showing, consider3.75 ;
ing that the music played was en- Blockers
and feeders S3.00rty4.S0;
tirely new to the players, and that it calves S3 00'l 5.75; hulls S2.0oriM.00,
frtheep 6,500. shade lower. Yearlwas the first time they had ever
played together. He Is In high hopes ings S.r,.50(fi 6.00; w ethers 1 5 J r. ij
of developing the orchestra Into the 5.50; ewes S I SO 5.25; lambs J6.50
best of Its kind that Albuquerque rq 2 3.
ever had.
Kujimih Clly Market.
Alost of the musicians have been
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 15. Cat-ti- t:
drawn from the Klks" band, and now
receipts 10,000, steady to ten cents
Hev-erbelong to both organizations.
of them are lately from the east, higher. Southern steers S 3.80 4ii 4.75
where they played with orchestras southern cuws S2.50rfr 3.70; Blockers
All of them and feeders S3.40fM.70; bulls S3 .80
of considerable note.
are men of talent, carefully chosen rM.10; calves S3. 75?) 6.75; western
red ttieers
western cows
'
1. t
ii
Tax
McGinnis Had a for their ability and for their adapt- S2. 60 4.25. ii.uora
r .hint How long That ability to each other. Mr. Schroeder
Sample.
Wheep receipts 8,000, steady. Mutannounces that In a very short time tons
ljiiny llruiK'li Train
ui Somethey will be ready to offer their ser- range Ii. 255. 60;S4. lambs S6.25 ii 7.00;
time suuul Without Moving
506.30, fed ewes
l
vices for dances and entertainment S4.003 wethers
I (row to ( Hji(ai U
6.00.
purposes, ami that any number or
'I
in Tliim for
Instrument may be had.
lloiirtl Mtvliug.
COMING EVENTS
IKKI'IX AltltlV.I.S.
W. J. Mciilnnis, tax commissioner
for the tfanta Fe, with headquarters
Alva ratio.
ut Log Angeles, passed through this
January 21 For Mother's Sake.
K. Meyers,
J. Fleming, Helen;
city yesterday enroute to Kama Fe Chicago; W. H. I'avU. i.Los Angeles;
January 23 Tramp Show with
where he will appear oefoie the Chas. Coau, Colorado Springs; Wm. band.
February 14 The Burgomaster.
Hoard of Equalization.
J. Schloser, Silver (i'y; A. Juddell,
February 18 Are You Crazy?
Mr. McGlnnis had a little exper- Kansas City; E. Stern, Kansas City;
February 19 Vendetta.
ience which will appeal to a few C. W. Stewart, Iienver; C. McDonald,
February 24 The Holy City,
thousand New Mexicans who now De Moines; It. Can la. La Junta; F.
o
I KK'S IH.I.K lOl S H')T CIKK'O.
and then go to Santa Fe.
Walnsworth, lenver; F. F. Deopp,
He arrived in Lamy aboard Santa Carlsbad; C. H. Hrown, El Paso; O. LATH. WALTON'S DKl'U STOKE.
Fe train No. i yesterday and there F. North and wife, Hurllngton, la.;
Miss Madeleine fc't. C. Elachly, of
was nothing to do but stand around Miss Merrill,
Hurllngton,
la.; F. Knox Conservatory, Galesburg,
111.,
and look at a bit of most uninviting Gaines. Topeka; W. C. Held,
l;
pupil of Madame Hess-Bur- r,
of
and
scenery for the Lamy branch train
1
A.
Mulford. Los Angeles;
Chicago,
teacher of singing. - Adhad to wait for everything else on
S17
dress,
street.
South Amo
K4urgc.
the line as usual and was not ready
to go to Santa Fe. Mr. McOinnls ' J. D. Carpenter, Kettner; F. W.
PKK'S HOME MADE CANDIES.
walked up and down the platform Hansun, Chicago; 1J.,, Ncyarwenka, WALTON '8 iHL'U BTORK.

105 North First Street

Follow the Crowds
and pick up a few of the many bargains in Just the things you need now
11.60 men's corduroy pants now 3c
Beys' 60 and 60c corduroy pants,
size 4 to 8
2le
Beys' knee pants
lto
Men's bib overalls
490
Men's heavy ribbed underwear. . 25o
Ladies' heavy ribbed underwear 19o
Children's heavy ribbed underwear
I0o and 20o
25c and 35c glass bowls
ioe
Cctton blankets
49o
See our circular for hundreds cf
other bargains.

CASH

BUYERS' UNION

122 North

itctnd

.

Stop and Figure
The amount of time saved in
your office by the use of Rubber Stamps, Daters, etc.,

Then Order.

;

1

WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and

Olitst Place in the Gty.

Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Family Trade Solicited.

Telephone 1 036, and
Goods will be Delivered at once

THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All New

TbUi, and

First CUu Treatment

CRADJ & GIANNINI, Props.
109 South First Street

1

H--

'

iH-r-

Hos-wel-

;

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Texlco.

Francis G. Tracy, a prominent figure In the government irrigation project at CaTlsbad, N. M., writes the
following rinpllmDtary letter to the
Now Mexico agent of the Pacific Mu-ta- J
Life Insurance company:
Carlsbad, NeW Mexico.
February loth. 1VS.
F. B. Schwentker, Manager., ArVilJo
Building, Albuquerque. N. M.
IVar Plr: I carry a' $5. (WO policy
In the Pacific Mutual because I believe this to be the very best Insurance 1 can get.
This company hag a... record for
conservative successrnNiliuslness conduct not to be surpassed by any life
Insurance company and certainly not
equalled by any of the big fellows.
I advise western men
to support
western business enterprise whenever
It has shown itself worthy of confidence in preference to sending hard
earned dollars east.
The west needs capital. The surest way to get more Is to keep what
we have.
I wish the Pacific Mutual all success and am glad at ;iny time to recommend this compiny to my friends
and acquaintances.
Wry tru'y yours,
(Signed i FKANCIS G. TRACT.

f
,

.

W. 8. STRICKLKR,

L.

GOOD WORK FOR

$150,000.00

Officer and Directum
SOLOMON LCNA, President.

t

PLENTY OE ROOM

FACILITIES

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

CAPITAL

-

Let me go plense let me go."
A man then replied:
"I will If you'll gire me my
pocketbook."
A few Indistinct words were
heard and then some one fled.
People living in that neighbor- hood, say they do not think a
negro man was concerned In the
affair because they did not hear
such a voice.
It is probable that the matter
will have been explained by to- night, at which time the police
say they expect to secure full
details from negro women be- lleved to have been concerned
in the affair.

AND UNSTTRPASSFD

WE HAVE AN EXCELLENT REPAIR DEPARTMENT

The

pur-pox-

Per Month and Up
or by the Week, Day
or Meal.
l

Carried Four

tiu tttiitttrttit

f out:
'

I

n

for Women. It has no superior. We have shoes in
all ranges of prices from
cheapest to best.

This
i learned

t
8 - Pott Office Opposite
xttxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Wish-bur-

6

We solicit at least
a portion of your
trade. Come and
examine stock and

Tables

A handsome weathered oak
Library Table will do much
to make the library Jook better. We have them in all sizes
We also carry a good variety
in Golden Oak. Prices from
$5 to $40.

Blocks for Robbery.

C

Oranges,

ffHi

and
Children

Patrician

ON THE MARKET

Can't Understand How

Ilf""11! Library

Shoes for
Men, Women

i
oauoiavLui iiy aa any .1
biiuc

PRACTICAL MINDED

FRUITS
a Dates, Figs,

We have an
stock and believe we can
supply your shoe needs as
house in the city. See our

ROBBER TALE

I

Shoe Co. have opened new shoe store

up-to-da- te

Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.

MvlXXXUXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXiX

ok rivh

NEXT DOOR TO POST OFFICE

J H. O'Rielly,

President.

CITIZEN.

NEW SHOE STORE

YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

Joshua S. Raynolds,

KVEXIXG

ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCI-

AUTOMOBILE

A

COMPANY

Automobiles dully to points In
the Esiancla Valley. Special cars
to Golden, San Pedro and other
points.
Automobiles fur rent by the
day or hour in and about the city.
Parties holding special round trip
tickets to Estancla and return may
exchange them for hourly service
In the city or other points.
Por further information Inquire at the General Ticket office
and garage, 4uS W. Copper avo.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone

hit.

smokeless cartridges ,.,.20c
hot Kun shells 50c to..S0c
Nlngle barrel shot guns
14.50
Gordon double barrel guns ..$15.00
MAZK, Wm. KJt ke, Prop.
. TIIK
22 Cal.

LmJNl

H. S. LITHGOW
BOOK-BINDE-

R

RUBBER STAMP MAKER
Phone 924 312 Gold Ave.

CRYSTALTHEATRE
W. R. Oremlorn. Mgr., 120 West Gold

lids Werk
BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW
Ladies' souvenir matinees Tuesdays
and Fridays; Children's toy mattue
every Saturday; complete change of
program Thursday;
grand amateur
carnival Friday night.
A few choice front seats. 20c; bo
,
raise in prices.

iir
THE HOI IDE

ATHUQUEKQUE

mrt.

Is
Expenses,
anticipated.
ttnetinn
meanwhile are running unavoidably
high, and profits of nearly all of the
railroads have suffered a serious
diminution. This will be partly
by a policy of economy and
rttienchntent, but Wall street is
quite satisfied that we are In for a
period of divided reductions and has
apparently discounted hat contingency to Its present satisfaction. Two
railroad receiverships have been announced and others are anticipated,
but these events seem to have Utile
tie effect upon values. What is now
most needed is buying power, and
that will develop with the return of
While the general Inconfidence.
vestment demand has unquestionably
shrunk, owing to the less profitable
oiulition of business and recent con- ditios of the money market, there Is
always a reserve of wealthy Institu
tions and Individuals ready to invest
revive.
when confidence begins to
The latter have lately been entering
the market, and they have bought
very freely of high-clas- s
bonds, of
which the supply Is now much reduced, It being Impossible to buy
any considerable amount except at
Other classes
advanced quotations.
of bonds are also beginning to feel
he beneficial effect of this demand.
d
issues are
As to stocks,
firmly held and generally show a de
rided upward tendency. In view of
the recent rise, It Is quite possible
that the market may experience temporary setbacks, but, as already stated In advices, It Is Important to remember that the tendencies of the
uay are towards recuperation, while
year ago they were clearly to
wards a pending crisis. Our farm- ng and manufacturing classes have
by
the
been but slightly injured
panic. We have passed through a
teriod of most drastic liquidation,
thoroughly removing weak spots and
releasing large sums of capital previously locked up in pools and syndicates at inflation prices. There has
also been much Improvement In the
commercial situation owing to the
A good
easier monetary situation.
demand for commercial paper now
exists at more reasonable rates, and
sound concerns have little or no dif
ficulty In renewing obligations, the
extension of which a month ago
threatened serious commercial diffi
favorable factor
Another
culties.
whs the reduction of the French bank
rate from 4 to 3 Vt per cent. Following the recent reduction In the Bank
of England rate, this emphasizes Improved conditions abroad. Sufficient
facts have been cited above to show
that recuperation Is now well under way; that sound reasons exist
and that
for greater hopefulness,
the
Intermissions
with occasional
tendency of values In better class se
curities should be towards further
Improvement.
HENRY CLEWS.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

RECIPE

CLEWS

Says This Prescription Should Steady Improvement Shown
and Confidence .Returning Steadily.

be Kept In Every

Household.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Turn

coun-tcraci-

NORMAL SAYS

WEDNESDAY, JANUAKY 14, 1B08.

the Wick
I

ALBUQUERQUC

csp.iai and

as nigh as you can there.' no
dan get as low as you please
there's no smell. That's
because the smokeless device
prevents smoke or smell
that means a steady How of
glowing heat for every ounce
of fuel burned in

INTEREST

m

m

sszi

ALLOWED

NEW MKXIGO

m

p.us, $100,000

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

New York, Jan. 15. The tendency
of affairs in Wall street in distinctly
towards Improvement. Confidence Is
reviving &nd a much greater degree
of recovery has already been estab
lished than could possibly have been
foretold a month or six weeks ago.
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
This Improvement Is almost entirely
due to favorable developments In the
You can carry it about and care for it Just as easily as a lamp.
monetary situation.
The premium
Handsomely finBrass oil font holds 4 quarts burning 9 hours.
on currency has finally disappeared
ished in japan and nickel Every heater warranted.
and rates for time money are stead
ily declining. Along with this movement there has been a corresponding drop in rates for commercial
1 fic
I
paper, the demand for which has
long
much improved.
The derangement
Steady,
evenings,
winter
In credit is gradually passing away;
brilliant light to read, sew or knit by. Made of
Horse
We will Call for and Deliver
liquidation has been severe and has
brass, nickel plated, latest unproved central draft
had the effect of releasing large
sums previously locked up In high- burner. Every lamp warranted. If your dealer canpriced securities. The return movenot supply Perfection Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp
ment of funds from the Interior has
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
f.iiily begun and will now continue
for some time to come. There Is an
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
abundance of currency In the Inter
(Incorporated!
ior and a relative scarcity in New
York. This is demonstrated by the
last national bank statement, which
showed that the banks In the central
reserve cities In order to help during
the crisis allowed their reserves to
decline to $32,000,000 below legal re
quirements, while the country banks
3. D. Eakln, President
Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
reserves of over
carried surplus
$103,000,000. With the return of con
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.
G. Qloml, Vice President.
fidence and the resumption of specie
payments, there should be a very
large influx of these funds back to
I
New York and other reserve cities.
Earth
in
0
The
Succassora to
Foi this reason the deficit In New
MELINI & EAKLN. and BACUECHI & GIOMI
York reserves must be nearly wiped
WMOLKBALm DKALKRm IN
out, and. for some time to come rising
A Higher Health Level.
averages will probably be the rule.
months ago the town of spade and drill, and lo, what does
Fourteen
"I have reached a higher health When It Is recalled that the increase
Willard was started. We had noth- he find? From a depth ranging frome
level since I began using Dr. King's In circulation during the last twelve
to forty feet an lnexhausti-oiing whatever to start with except eignteen
New Life Pills," writes Jacob Spring- months has been J19G,000,000, of
supply of the best water on the
er, of West Franklin. Maine. 'They which nearly $70,000,000 was
W koop ivrylhlna In ttoek to outfit tho
actually
Fe
an
Santa
if
idea
that,
the
entire Santa Fe system; soil that is
keep my stomach, liver and bowels In December, U will be apparentadded
most fattldloai bar oomploto
did build the road from Texfco to a rich, dark loam, fertile and prothat
working Just right." If these pills
contemplated, we ductive. In fact this American had
It
Hlo Puerco,
disappoint you on trial, money will a very material increase in the sup
appointed exclusive agenu la the Southwest for Jo. S.
been
Have
would be on a spot that would make found a home, a home bequeathed
ply of loanable funds Is Imminent at
Kehlltz. Win. lA'inp and St. Louia A. It. C. Breweries; Yellestone,
be refunded at All Dealers. 25c.
a good own. There was not, that by the most generous benefactor in
this center. It Is also to be con
Green River, W. II. Mc Brayer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J
MonarclL, and other brands of whiskies; too numerous to mention.
I can recull, a rod of fence, or a the world our own Uncle Sam.
sidered that hoardings In all parts
."THE CLANSMAN" MAY GOME of the country, estimated at over
single post, within fifty miles of us
proceeded to get busy,
The
Why Suffer from Rheumatism?
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
country and thesettler
$270,000,000, are being released and
fall of 1905 marked the beDo vou know that rheumatic pains Just a mere stretch of level
straight
something
article as received from, the best Wineries
sell
like
the
But
and
forty
wide
miles
will soon be restored into circulayou
ginning
doubt this
of the transformation scene
can be relieved? If
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect
of cnamber- - ninety miles long. There were a few in the Willard country.
This year
NegiithitionH to Postpone Its foreign tion. In short, we are rapidly run Just try one application may
prices,
or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
our
Stock
and
ning into a period, when the supply ialn a Pain uaim. n
noi giv Mexican adobe dwellings scattered has witnessed a wonderful progress
Tour for a Year.
List. Issued to dealers only.
of funds will be more nearly suffl vou relief from pain but will make here and there with tumble down In farming. Crops have been actual
wagon ly raised without artificial irrigation.
tnu iu
rest ana sieep possiDie,
old
sheep corrals, rickety
There Is a possibility that theater clent for requirements, In view of certainly
means a great deal to any sheds, and occasionally
a creaky I have seen fields of corn, and vegegoers in Albuquerque may witness I lower prices and smaller demands one
For
rheumatism.
with
afflicted
of thousands of table gardens, that would not suffer
windmill. Handreds
presentation of that widely discussed man a year ago. ordinarily, a re sale by All Druggists.
sheep grazed ' on Uncle Sam's lux- by comparison with lands that have
dundant currency acts as a great
before
play, "The' Clansman"
domain, unmolested been cultivated In the Mlsslslppl valstarts on its foreign tour. Arrange stimulus to stock market values, and
We have the exclusive agency for uriant, grassy
ments have been completed by Geo. no doubt this has been an Important the celebrated Regal Shoes, for men. by barbed wire. And "keep off" was ley this last fifty years. In the
If. Hrennan for a three years' tour element in hastening recovery.
It A shoe that is conceded to be the a warning to which the herder was
months mentioned, thousands
of homeseekers have taken advan
of the play around the world, com- is well, however, to consider some leader in style, fit and quality. Put- - a stranger.
As a matter of fact we came to tage of the opportunity, offered by
mencing In London next fall, and in- of the offsets which are likely to ent Calf, Vlcl Kid, Box Calf, or Gun
Australia, counteract any tendency toward ex Metal. Lace or button. Prices $J.5U, Willard in the Interests of the wool our government, to establish homes.
cluding In its Journey
and cessive monetary ease, in the first $4.00 and $5.00.
May's Shoe business. With the new line of the Right here let me say something
South Africa, the Philippines
C.
Santa Fe completed, Willard would about the misused word opportunity.
Hawaii. "The Clansman" will enjoy place, there are many millions of Store, 314 We.st Central avenue.
be an Ideal shipping point for the Opportunities are not advertised. No
the distinction of being the first Am- clearing house certificates to be re
THEY SAY NOTHING SCCCEEDS LIKE SCCCESS.
we supposed the person or company has an opportuntired; next, the government must be
erican play to encircle the globe.
Is very important and !n fact only product, which
It
We were not ity to sell. The land upon which
Although two companies have pro- expected to reduce its enormous de It Is absolutely necessary to health country produced.
BUT IN ORDER TO
I SUPPOSE THIS IS TRUE.
duced the piece steadily for three posits with the banks at the first that we give relief to the stomach disappointed, but a surprise came we live is the only Indestructible posto
HAVE SOME SUCCESS WITH WHICH TO SUCfrom another direction. Previous
seasons to enormous business In this favorable opportunity; then the trust nromDtlv at the first signs of trouble.
race.
a while, es- this time the Willard country was session of the human
country, no performances have been companies, which must now submit Take someihlng once in
pecially
meals; something like
CEED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
The
Spanish in character.
CIjARKXCE eddy, organist
triven farther west than Kansas City. to similar regulations as the banks KODOL after
Dyspepsia and Indiges decidedly
of
nothing whatever
knew
natives
Pacific coast managers have made when doing a banking business, will tion. It for
to
your
stomach
will enable
THINGS. ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS, AND ANocfrequent requests for "The Clans- b6 compelled to increase their re do Its work properly. Sold by J. H. farming, and cared less for the sucWhat
Of
Reputation
Wide
Word
particularly
cupation. They are
OTHER IS SOME MONEY. WE DO NOT FURman" and these demands have been serves and carry them in cash. O Rlelly Co.
Tlie- I'ress Suys of lllin.
u
cessful as sheepmen and this purso Insistent since the completion of Again, many demands for new capi
liking.
Reto
Trans-AtlantNISH BRAINS IN SETS, BUT A PERUSAL OF
their
suit is more
tal which were postponed In the last
Are you looking tor somemingT
the arrangements for the
Rome.
With the advent of the contractor
tour, that Manager Brennan Is half of 1907 will certainly be forth member the want columns of The
OUR COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP THE ONES YOU
especial with his grading outfits, steam shov"His manipulation of the pedals.
endeavoring to modify the foreign coming at the first opportunity. Some Evening Citizen are for your
frequent
and
It talks to the people and els and machines, new and strange to trills, crescendos,
contracts by postponing the all of the railroads are in serious need benefit.
IN THE
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
thc-talk to you.
the un progressive, came the Inquisi- change of registers was most admir
around world tour for one year, thus of funds for the completion of lm
o
able,"
Observer.
investigate.
to
prone
provements
American
which cannot be delay
enabling him to send the play to the
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAY TOLittle Early Risers are tive satisfied
with what he saw on
ed; and considerable maturities and theDeWitt's
coast next season.
best pills known. Sold by J. H. Not
D.
C.
Washington,
try
he
must
grounod,
top
WARDS SUPPLYING THE DINERO.
"L'ncle
of
the
on subscriptions
installments
will O'RIelly Co.
No American play since
"It Is not only Mr. Eddy's manual
Finally,
Tom's Cabin" has provoked as much have to be provided for.
dexterity in peddling-but he has
newspaper comment, news and edi- any undue ease in money rate would
such a complete knowledge of the
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
torial as the "The Clansman." In- be sure to start an outward move
combinations of stops that he brings
deed, it has been repeatedly referred ment of gold and thus automatically
an expression, a volume, and, when
to as "The answer to 'Uncle' Tom's check exceptional weakness in the
needed, a power, out of the organ,
The monetary out
Cabin'." Based on historical facts in money market.
FIRES
SHOTS
IN
SECOND
that places him above other perconnection with the reconstruction look therefore, is decidedly complex;
Evenformers on that Instrument."
period in the south, it has come out and while the abnormal rates which
ing Star, December 6, 1904.
boldly In favor of the doctrine that have prevailed during the last few
America is a "white man's country." months will soon be a matter of the
On account of Its championship of past, and succeeded by easier rates.
white dominion, "The Clansman" has there is no reason for expecting any
Incurred the enmity of the negro and prompt return to excessively low
WE FILL
other colored races wherever It has rates.
There can be no question about
appeared. Protests Innumerable have
AMERICAN BLOCK.
RIGHT
PRESCRIPTIONS
.
CKRUILLOS LUMP
effect which the
been heard against It. The subject 'he stimulating
municipal change In the money market has had
by
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEhas been discussed
At Consistent
bodies. Judges of the courts and leg- - upon securities. The prospects of the
NUE NEXT TO BANK OF
Among others, latter, however, are also Influenced
lalative assemblies.
COMUERCL.
Prices
Furnace,
There has
President Roosevelt was appealed to hy other considerations.
Mixed.
to slop the .presentation of the play been no Important investments buyNu
In Washington, but he peremptorily ing this season for reasons well un
CLEAN AS COKE.
;ve smashing knock down
blows by a hammerless, repeating big
declined to interfere. In view of the derstood, and much of the recen
SMITillMJ CO.!,.
agitation of the color question In the advance was, as might be expected
Itself. Wade in .30-3- 0
Rem , .35 Rem.
NATIVE KINDLING
game rifle, which loads
BUILDERS' AND FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
"The assisted by manipulation. In order to
states along the Pacific coast, recepFOR CASH ONLY.
stem the panic many stocks were
and 32 Rem. Autoloading calibres. A modern big game rifle which
Clansman" is sure of a hearty
tion if arrangements can be com- bought by strong Interests, which the
Taint None BetNative and Chicago Lunilivr. Sherwln-Wllllitm- s
lists at $30 subject to dealers' discounts.
pleted for the postponement of tha latter are now anxious to dispose o
Paper,
Lime,
Cement,
Plaster,
Glass,
Sash, Doors, Etc,
ter.
BuildlnK
immediately
illustrated
Write
catalogue.
for
a
profit. It Is also recognized that
at
foreign tour.
Etc.. Etc
TELEPHONE 91.
the railroad situation is in many reREMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, lllon, N. Y.
spects very unsatisfactory.
Agency, SIS Jtruuilway, bvw lurlt City.
HllEUMATlC FOLKS.
Already
has
there
a
been
shrinkage
in
the
fi
C. BALDRIDCE
Well?
GO.
Are You Sure Your Kidneys are
Many rheumatic attacks are due to volume of traffic and a further con- acid from the blood. Its presence there
shows the kidneys are Inactive. Don't
mmomomo0KMOooKMcmoO0KtM
dally with "uric acid solvents." You
n ight go on till doomsday with them,
you
I. 'it until you cure the kidneys
Kidney
" ill never get well. Doan'sacid,
but
Tills not only remove uric
OF
i ;r
the kidneys and then all danger
from uric acid Is ended.
Cer-rlll124
at
living
Armljo,
Anselmo
street, Santa Fe, N. M.. says:
my wife suffered a
'For several years backache,
DECEMBER 3, 1907.
pain In
great deal from
and rheumatism.
head
of
her
the back
Medicines that she used proved of lituntil she commenced
tle or no availKidney
Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company
PUIS, which we
LIABILITIES.
with Doan's
to learn of and
good
fortune
had the
3, 1907
a box at Ireland's Pharprocured
Capital Stock
$100,000.00
$515,750.77
Loans
macy. The genuineness of this mediwas
kidneys
LIABILITIES
the
cure
RESOURCES
for
cine as a
Profits
33,940.23
105,750.00
United States Bonds
amply proven In her case. After using
Capital and Surplus
t 252,651.02
1,746,9J.
Loans and Discounts
200,000.00
rive boxes she was a well woman and
Circulating
Circulation
Currency
1,293.72
(Zieger
100,000.00
00
bldg)
House
36,000
Banking
f
Ileal
Securities
Estate..
and
Bonds,
ever
since.
good
health
Deposit
2,551,037.60
has enjoyed
$308,000.00
IT. S. Bonds
beunsolicited
statement
Deposits
I make this
5,489.91
645,569.33
485.1S4.40
Fixtures, Vaults,
Exchange
ing prompted to do so that I may
S84.33J.6l
Cash in Vault
show my appreciation of this remedy,
216,518.88
Cash
Doan's Kidney pills."
1,167,481.91
Rejourcea
Cash
Price 50o
For sale by all deallers.
Co.. Buffalo, N. Y..
$879,509.56
. FoBter-Milbu$879,509.56
.13.005, 690.61
TotaU
13,005.190.62
Total
agents lor the United States.
nd
Doan's
name
Remember the
i taM.
no other.

A leading health Journal, In answering the question. "What Is the
best prescription to clean and purify
the mlood," prints In a recent Issue
the following: Fluid Extract of Danounce, Compound
delion one-haKargon one ounce, Compound Syrup
6araparilla three ounces. Shake
veil and use In teawpoonful doses
after eiich meal and at bed time.
It cleans the blood of all Im
the blood.
purities and nourishes
In Just a few days the skin begins to clear of sores, bolls and pimples.
It puts vlfror and energy Into
debilitated men and women. For many years Sarpaparllla
alone has been considered a good
blood medicine. Rut while It built
up and made new blood, the Impurities remained within and the good
accomplished was only temporary.
Barsaparilla, however, when used In
Combination with Compound Kargon
and Kxtract Dandelion works wonders. This combination puts the kid
neys to work to filter and sift out
the waste matter, uric acid and other impurities that cause disease. It
makes new blood and relieves rheumatism and lame back and bladder
troubles.
This prescription Is better than the
usual patent medicines which are In
the most part alcoholic concoctions.
'
The Ingredients cost but little and
are easily mixed at home. Every
man and woman here should make
ome up and try It if they feel their
system requires a good olood medl
cine and tonic.
lf
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Willard, New Mexico

Consolidated Liquor Company

By F. L. Walrath
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COAL

B. RUPPE

ANTHRACITE

AUTOLOADING
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j
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(

WOOD
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The State National Bank of Albuquerque
resources;
etc

rn

ioi

423 South First

J,
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'he FIRvST NATIONAL BANK
Albuquerque, New Mexico
United States Depository

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY.

JWl'ARY

15.

ATFORTBAYARD

BEGUN
Before Add!,
tlonal Appropriation
Is Secured.

Work Started

Fort Bayard, Jan.

2

n

ALBUQUEKQ1TK

HM.

(Special.)
The appropriation of nearly a half
million of dollar which has been recommended by Secretary Taft and
the surgeon general nf the army for
of Port Bayard
the improvement
sanatorium is being anticipated by
the building of some much needed
accommodations at this time which
will cost considerable money.
A much needed addition to tne
water system Is being constructed In
the large steel storage tank which
will hold 300,000 gallons.
Another
large well Is also being sunk, the
well Is fifteen feet In diameter and
much difficulty Is being encountered
on account of the strong flow of water which cannot be easily gotten rid
of by the pumps.
As the well is sunk It Is being
walled by concrete blocks which are
laid on a large caisson which cuts
Its way down as the center excavation is accomplished.
The mason
works from the top as the well descends.
Contractor J. A. Harlan has also
received a contract for large coal
bunkers which are to be. built near
to the punvplng plant. The bunkers
will cost approximately six thousand
dollars.
15.

BILLS IN CONGRESS
The following bill is now pending
In the congress of the United States:
A bill to amend section twenty-thre- e
hundred and twenty-fou- r
of
the revised statutes of the United
States relating to mining claims.
Be it enacted by the senate and
house of representatives
of the
United States of America in congress
assembled, that the provisions of section numbered twenty-thre- e
hundred
and twenty-fou- r
of the revised statutes of the United States, which re- -

quires that on each claim located af
ter the tenth day of May, eighteen
hundred and seventy-two- ,
and until
after a patent has been Issued there
for, not less than one hunderd dol
lars' worth of labor each year, be
suspended for the year nineteen hundred and seven, so that no mining
claim which has been regularly located and recorded as required by
the local laws and mining regulations shall be subject to forfeiture
for
of the annual
assessment work for the year nineteen hundred and seven. Provided,
that the claimant or claimants of
any mining location In order to secure the benefit of this act, shall
cause to be recorded m the office
where the location notice or certificate Is held on or before December
seven, a notice that he or they In
good faith Intend to hold and work
on claim.
Sec. 2. That this act shall take
effect from and after Us passage.

;

i
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It Does the Business.

ers.
FINK l'lOW AT WHITE WATKK.
Whlte
Junction, N. M
Water
Jan. 15. (SXTlal.) The ranta Fe
railway has been boring for water at
this place for some time and has
just struck a fine flow of water at
a depth of 155 feet.
The railway has been obliged here
tofure to haul water from Spauldlng
and the finding of a good How of
water here means a saving of large
expense. The water Is being analyzed as to Its value for steam purposes
at the company's office in Topeka.
Whould the water prove to be all
right the company will go down to a
maximum depth of a thousand feet,
if a sufficient flow Is not found at
less depth. Steam pumps will be installed which will be capable of raising the water from a great depth.
White Water is nearly half way
between Deming nnd Silver City and
Is the junction
of the Snnta Rita
branch of the Santa Fe railway.

!;T rTTTn
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FOR RENT

FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for II; 60 pound can for $5.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen. P. O.
Bo x 202, Arbuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Home hnktnir. tarries.
jHllies, etc. 109 E. Coal Mrs. C. W.
Flneron.
FOR SALE At a sacrifice Rem-Mil- Ington typewriter, like new.
lett Studio, 215 West Central, Albuquerque, (N. M.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Nice rooming house, centrally located. Aj-pl- y
at this office.
FOR SALE Four and
cottages; prices and terms reasonable.
Frank Ackerman, Room 1, Grant
building.
FOR SALE My farm of 30acres.
one mile northwest of city. C. E.
Gleckler.
FOR SALE Furniture of- -a
house, Navajo rugs; also an office
desk, chairs, new Oliver typewrit
er. Apply at 621 East Central
FOR MALE Nice driving and saddle horse, also pony saddle and
bridle. W. H. McMllllon, 211 West
Cold avenue.
FOR SALE A branu new Stevens'
single barrel shot gun, never fired.
A high grade and strictly up tu
date gun. Inquire at The Cltlsen

FOR RENT Five room house.
ply 521 East Central.
FOR HUNT Furnished rooms, and
board In the Highlands. 615 East
Central.
FOR RENT Nice clean rurril-he- d
rooms, modern. 809 hi West Central avenue.
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
light housekeeping.
Apply at 109
East Coal avenue.
or unfurFOR RENT Furnished
nished rooms, single or In suites.
Centrally located. Korber
hotel.
corner First and Copper.
FOR RENT Episcopal church rectory. 318 West Silver avenue. Call
on Rev. Fletcher Cook, 608 West
Silver avenue, or at the house.
FOR RENT Houses, 4, 6, and 8
rooms, modern. W. H. McMllllon,
Real Estate Broker, 211 West Gold
av me.
FOlT RENT One modern five room
liouse and one modern six room
house. All new paper, paint and
fixtures. 413 and 417 West Silver
Pee Wm. Keike, H. First Street.
FOR RENT Bright sunny room for
housekeeping; rent, reasonable, 524
office.
West Central avenue. Inquire in
'
rear.
WANTED
FOR RENT Minneapolis, 624 So.
Second St., n.oms for lighthouseBell boys at the Alva-keeping. Also bed rooms. Cheapest WANTED
rado.
In city.
WANTED To make your old hats
and clothes look like new, in the
FOR SALE
car, west Gold avenue.
Phone

I tank Foolishness.
"When attacked by a cough or a
cold, or when your throat is sore, it
680.
is rank foolishness to take any other
medicine than Dr. King's New Dis- FOR SALE A few bargains in good WANTED Sellable carpenter wants
covery," says C. O. Eldrldge, of Emproperty cheap If taken
within
work of any kind. J. S. Brownell,
pire, Oa, "I have used New Discovthe next few days. One of the best
609 South Third street.
ery seven years and I know it Is the
some
city;
corners
in
business
the
goods'
best remedy on earth for coughs and
U'
choice business lots; a nine room WANTED-Ge- n
second
colds, croup, and all throat and lung
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
frame dwelling, modern,
615
My
cottages with
South First street, south of
troubles.
children are subject to
close In; two
croup, but New Discovery quickly
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
bath and electric lights J2600 for
cures every attack."
both; three 60-- ft
Known the
lots on East WANTED A woman cook; good
world over as the King of throat and
Central avenue $200 for all three
wages, no dish washing. Apply
lung remedies. Sold under guaranA.
and many more like them.
615 East Central avenue.
tee at All Dealers. 60c and $1.00.
Fleischer, real estate and Insur
ance, 212 Vs South Second street.
Trial bottle free.
WANTED Ladlea(Jeslrlng "millinery
at cost for next ten days call on
Miss C. P. Crane, 612 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors. Phone (44. Apprentices wanted.
WANTED Painting, tinting, house
painting a specialty; or work of
any kind. Address "R" care Cltlsen.
WANTED
Able bodleto. tinmarrled
men, between ages of 21 and 35;
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperatt. habits,
who can speak, read and write
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WANTED Capable men to fill ex
ecutive, technical, office and mercantile positions.
We can place
you In the position for which you
are qualified. Southwestern Business Association, 20314 East Cenn ttlVtvl ,M
tral avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
ii
Phone 257.

A LITTLE WANT AD
IN THE CITIZEN

TELEPHONE

16

il

if

"

!

per cent.

10

LOST

9 N. T.

and

Armijo

build-i-

T jte

groeerv
Conroy's
Between
and corner of Eillth and Coal, a
plain gold wedding rlnvt, lnltl il L.
M. to H. B.. also a signet ring with
the Initial 1!. Return to Highland
grocery and receive reward.
The Price of Pence.
Th ternblo itching and smartlnr.
Incident to cenaln ekln diseases Is
almo-- t
Instantly allayed by applying
Chamberlains
Salve.
Price,
25
cenu. For sale by All Drursrlsts.

'

'n

PERSONAL

riiorEitn

CURE

Nov
'

'

SiJ

Furniture, Pianos. Organs Horses,
Wagons and other ChHttels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa 110 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
303 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
On

Oicn Evening.

REAL

5
4
B

5
5

corner

1,500

t,000

1,10

ran
tun e
AND At

t

THE

0
THROAT AND

SOIX3MON L. BURTON.

PHON'SON

S.SO0

two to 200
Ranches fr
acre.
Lots in all parts of town.
alfalfa ranch within a few blocks of the
Mtreet car line
4,500
alfalfa ranch five
miles) north of town S65
pe acre.
FOR RENT.
Tlonses from 2
8 rooms.
' Money to loan Intosums
to salt.
30-ac- re

00-ac- re

A. MONTOYA
Real Extate and Loans. Notary
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.

1

I

M

central

Ave,

Phone

456.

LAWYERS

For Sale at a Bargain. Furniture ami lease 12 rooms,
modern rooming house.
For Sale

Bargain

one store
feet, two
stories and basement.
For Rent Store building on
West Central ave. A snap.
liuililirig,

80x100

I;

'

Lli

r..

M. L. SCHUTT

219 South 2nd Slretl
ooooooooooooocxjcxxxxxxxxxx;

A little

w;.:ii;J,

day by day,
Does the
you draw the pay,
It ses the p;;v'e you don't knowj
And helps yzi make your business grow.
-'rV

Thos. F. Keleher
PEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 6K Square Feat.
PALME11X ROOF PAIXT
Stop Leaks, Lats Five Years.
i
JAP-A-LA-

Ton a omAoi

in Groceries, Provisions. Hast.
Office, First National Dank Building. Dealers
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line, of Imported Wines, Liquors
( era w
.
T I
ttnn
i
your oraen
for this line with rwcfl
E. W. POBSON
us.
NORTH THIRD 8
Attorney at Law.
Office. Cromwell Block,
THIRD
Albuquerque, X. M.
zis-zis-2-

STREET

Moat Market

IRA M. DOXD
All KiiKi, of Fresh and Salt Me
Attorney at Lew.
SUBm Sanwiire FHotorv.
Pensions, I .arid Patent. Copyrights,
Caveuta, Ietftr Patents, Trade
Masonlo Building, North Third fttres
Mark, flnlma
8a F. street, N. M. Washington. P. O.

HOME

Attorney-at-La-

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for

INSURANCE

Housekeeping

B. A. SLEYSTEH

Insurance, Real Estate, Xotary
Public.
Boom 12 and H, Cromwell Block. E
A I linn
wk.
r

DAVIS & TFXBrnin

303

pip

ADAMS

VETERINARY
WILLIAM BEI.DEX
Veterinary.
Surgery and IX iKlsiry a Specialty.
402 South Ixlilli I'hone 405.
DH. H.

I.

Annual Convention of

PirPIiFORD

Veterinary.
Practical Therapeutics.
nhstetri...
md .Surpery on Horses, Cattle. Sheep
Hogs, Dog- - and Oats.
Office with
I'hornton. the Cleaner. 121
Third. Phone
Hospital
460.
iesldence, 733 South Walter
lence i)hone, 620.
m--

.h

t.i.

8

The American
National Live
Stock Association and Western
Live Stock
Show

Arcliltect.

If You Want A
Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Phone

6SS.

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula
nr.n

Recommended
Mr,
hv
Symes, to develop the bust from 4
to 4 inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the
rue Qalega Extract.
Is perfectly
aimless.
The Vauaalre Formula la
tonic, but it has a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sals h

DENVER, COLO. JAN.

20-2-

5

For tiro above occasion we.
will wli tickets to Denver and
return at rate of $19.75 for th
round trip. Dates of sale Juji.
18, It and 20. Return limit

Jan.

29, 190H.

T. E. FURDY, Agent.

A Cure for Mlaery.
"I have found a cure for the mismalaria poison produces," says
AI- - ery
R. M. James, of Louellen, 8. C. "It'a
called Electric Bitters, and eomes In
60 cent bottles.
It breaks up a case
of chills or a bilious attack in
no time; and it puts yellow
IMPERIAL LAUXDRV CO.
Jaundice clean out of
The reason we do mo much ROTJGH This great tonic medicinecommission."
and blood
gives quick relief In all
DRY work Is because we do it right purifier
stomach,
liver and kidney complaints
Go and at the price you cannot afford to and the misery
of lame back. SoM
have it done at horns.
under guarantee at All Dealers.

Our work i at our name Highland Pharmacy
and
implies, and our charges are
varado Pharmacy
right.

Pioneer Bakery,
St

H

1

Fire Insurance.

221 South Walter.

207 South First

W. Gold Ava.

'tuxxixmxxxirrxTTiTrrS

Sifivtnry Mutual Building AciutIon
si? et i:entral Avenue.
&

Standard Plumbing & Keating

.

Umiiiiinmiiiimm

THOS. K. D. MADDISOX

rVPEKTAKEHS.
Lmly .4Nlstant.
Finluiliuing a

IUNGTB0UBIES.

THE BEST HKFAU MADE
requires
no world-wid- e
search to
find.
Just put this name in your
mental memorandum book and you
have struck it Butter Cream Bread.
It's bound to make a hit with you
and your family the first meal It appear on your table. Don't forget
that we turn out fine rolls, pies,
cakes, etc., right here, too.

j

C.

408 Watt Railroad Mvaaao

R. W. D. RYAN
Attorney at l4iw.

FREXC11

PRICE

.vg

MILL

A. E. WALKER

o5.i,oo.

1

PLANING

THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CITY.
hen in need of eaah, door, framr
etc. Screen work m specialty.
South Fir atrcet. Telephone 40a.Ml

Office with W. B. Clillders,
117 West Gold Avenue.

Trial Bottle Fret

rrril

ALBUQUERQUE

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. S.
ft a. m. to 12:30 n. m.
O D p. m.
iu
Annnlntmnnta
k mu

808 Went

1,500

Don't Forget The

DR. J. E. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and 8. Burnett RulUIlng,
r
w-w iui-iij- - s jrruR snore.
Appointments mnde by mall.
Plmne 744.

F. W. gPEVCER

ij ?f

LIVERY. 8ALR FEED AND
TllANSFKR STABLES.
Horses and MulesBought and Ex
changed.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CIT
Second Street between Central an4
Copper Avenue.

& BRONSON

MISCELLANEOUS

I

W. L. IltlMBLt & CO.

Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Office, 610 South Walter
Street. Phone 1030.

2,650

LUNCS

a

fhoif

PR.

8,000

Discovery
OLDS

MISS CRANE

Office hours,

Throe room brick, Fourth
1,400
ward
One of the Bwellemt resi
dences) in town
7,500
Six room
brick, modern,
S,250
close In
seven room brick, mod'

em

Highland Livery
jin
5.

DENTISTS
2,50

CARDS

MILLINER
.

FOR SALE.
York avenue
room aooiw, iron root, lot
90x400,
Mountain road,
near car line
room cement house, Srd
ward
room frame, corner lot,
8rd ward
room frame, 2 lota, clone
In
room brick, modern, corner lot, 2ml ward
room frame, 4th ward,

M. D.

Homeopathic Physician
Surgeons. Over Vann's DrugandStore.
Phone, Office and Res.. 028.

ESTATE BARGAINS

Six room house. West New

BUSINESS

Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Rnlldlng.
B AM BROOK BROS.
Telephone 880.
Phone
na
Saddle horses a specialty.
R. F. J. PATCHIN
drivers in the city. Proprietors Beat
Sadie, the picnic wagon.
riiyillclnn and Surgeon.
Office over Vann Pruff Store. OfY
fice hours 9 to 12 a. in.. 2 to 5, and
7 to 8 p. m.
UP- - TO DATE STYLES
phones, office 441, residence 695.
AT COST TRICES
Ladle1 Tailoring ana
K- - ILL. HUST
Dreaamaking
Physician and Surgeon.
Hoonis 0
7. N. T. ArmlJo Building.
aiant. aeon4- aa

PltS.

QUARANTEJEO SATISFACIOKVI
OR MONEY r.EFUNDED.

1

1

7

I

Homeopathic

MONEY to LOAN

Dr. King's

WITH

,

7

W. M. SIIKKID.W,

I.O.VXS

KILL the COUGH
AND

h

A

PHYSICIANS

n.

FOUND

IA)VT

A

;

OPPORTUNITIES

CX300000000C)OOOCXXXXXXTOC)000

MONEY TO LOAN
TO LOAN
1250. $1,000 and ll.r.OO
In sums to suit at 8 pfr cent and

e

if

.

REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Ap-

Mr. E. K. Chamberlain, of Clinton, Maine, says of Bucklen'a Arnica
Salve.
"It does the business; I have
used It for piles and It cured them
Used It for chapped hands and it
Applied it to an old
cured them.
sore and it healed it without leav
ing a soar behind." 25c at All Deal
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guests assisted In entertaining with
A
well rendered musical number.
dainty supper was seivei"..
Old llayties, of the Excelsior Supply company of Chicago, was in the
city yesterday exhibiting the Kxcel-M"- r
11. I',
motor cycle, a 3
capable of making flfy-flv- o
Mr.
miles an hour In low altitude.
Hayiips left for El l'ao las! night on
way to South America to exhibit
hl
his machine.
Colonel Herger. the veteran eil'tor
of the. Helen Tribune Is spending a:
few days In the ci:y on business.
The Colonel h:i.i been trying to se- cure a few printers with the guar-- 1
antes "sober, reliable and liul ii.- rlous to do the mechanical worn on
his paper. Within the Inst two weeks!
a
half a dozen
he has employed
printers and to date nil but one has
reached a state of Intoxication which
"Hut the
made work Imnosxible.
Tribune Is getting along alright, fald
when it gets in
the Colonel, "and 111
buti Into the
running shape it
newspaper field good and irong."
tna-chi-

Siern f Kanan.1 t'lty. Mo.,
Is In the fity f.ir a few dnyi Vielt-Ir.relative!.
I'rlentls of Dr. I'hijwian will be
i' .is!"! to knmv of Ills recovery from
hi." recent Illness.
V. A. Hrown, of 1'errlllon,
arrived
will
In Allnuiut'i'iue yesterday bmJ
sjiend several tl;iy here on busines.
uMr. nn.i Mrs. Howard S. Kenl. of
J t. oave ieiiiiii''A 11 urn
to the I'.ijarlto clilT dwellings.
Mis
Kathcrlne Humphreys of
Cleveland, Ohio. rrived In Albuquer- iue ye.sterday to pend the winter.
Mis Miles, of Santa Fe, a cousin
of ;oernor I'urry. Is seriously III at
her home In the executive reRidetiee.
Ira A. Abbott, associate Justice, re
turned yesterday to Santa Fe after
pending Sunday and Monday at his
heme here.
K. K. Scott, a Koswcll attorney
anil secretary of the territorial bar
association, is In rianta Fe on legal
business.
Hugh DuVal, of Santa Fe, T'nited
States deputy surveyor. Is In Texico.
where he is engaged In urveyitig
lands.
of Trinidad,
T. A. Schomberg.
Colo.. Is In SanU Fe. He has ex
In
New
tensive timber properties
IMw-.ti-

R

314

WEST KAILkUADAVL.

Take good care of your feet
Good Shoes are an absoluc necessity for
bhoes cause
health as well as looks.
light extoo
are
corns and bunions. Shoes that
cold.
Our
pose you to the danger of catching
Shoes look dainty, fit perfectly, wear well, "and
therefore are economical. Give them a chance
to prove their superiority.
Ill-titti- ng

ievs ugiit

.50 to $5.00
185 to 3.50
150 to 5.00

;

sHOKs

MTN'S HEAVY SHOES
WOMEN'S HIGH SHOES
WOMEN'S IiOW SHOES
WOMEN'S HOUSE SldPPETtS
SHOKS FOU BOYS AND GIRLS

4.00
2.00
2.50

17,0 10

1,0
10

1

j

-l

j

-j

I

3!c
Fancy creamery butter
Strictly fresh Kansas ranch eggs :!
1'"-- '
Dr. Trice's Food, per pkg
He
scouring soap
Sell-- t
THE MAZE, Wm. KlcUe, l'ro.

Mexico.

the
M. Murnhy. representing
Milken & Mel.scl Trunk company, of
Si. Louis, Mo., is In the city calling

te

MONEY

'IX

MN.

have money to loan on real
estate In sums of $r'. IT0I1, l.n10,
$1,2011 and $1,R00.
Jolin M. Mkre ltonlty Co.
We

KENT

lOH

OUR

GREEN TAG SALE

AT
RESIDENCE
APPLY OLD

202 XOHTH EDITH.
TOWN rOSTOFFlCK.

V.

Miss Marquerlte D. Blachly. grad- Normal
nutA of (ho New Haven
Teacher of
School of Cymnaatlcs.
on trade.
nhvilnnl tralninir and dancing. Ad
ldney rtosenwald leaves on the
317 South Arno street.
dress
stay
weeks'
tonight
six
a
for
limited
In New York to buy goods for the
H. S. Ross does first class letter
s ring season.
Wlih Albu
Ing and sign painting.
Frank P. Jones, a wholesale mer querque Carriage Co.
chant of Silver City. Is In Santa Fe.
FOR SALE.
He Is a member of the territorial

nroooooooococ

Astonishing

Reductions
IN

Millinery
BEGINNING

Thursday,

January 16

Miss Lutz
n

I

208 South Second

The Zieger Cafe bar fixtures; this
board of equalization.
Is the finest set of bar fixtures ever
Miss Nellie C. Brewer, New Mex
hrnmrht to New Mexico, costing ex
ico's only woman attorney, has re ceeding $4,000.00. These fixtures must
turned from Santa Fe, where she be sold at once, and may be bought
went on legal Ijuslness.
at bargain priced.
.
Arthur. Judell, the beau brommel
Address at once or see, H.
of the road, with the Elliot, Kendall Knight,
Room 9. Cromwell I'.ldg..
Shoe company of Kansas City, Mo
Alhnnueroue. N. M.. and I will give
Is spending a few days here.
you a bargain nevr before orrereti
Captain David J. Leahy, Vnlted In New Mexico.
States district attorney, Is In attend
ance at the sessions of the terrltor
lal supreme court at Santa Fe.
'.E.
O. Abrahams, of the Evans
Smith DruK company, Kansas City
Friday afternoon, January 17. at
Mo., leaves tonight on his southern 1:30 o'clock sharp
at Mrs. Kate
City.
to
Silver
going
from here
trip
Whitney's handsomely furnished
It. L. Rvca. of Santa Fe, deputy room home, 818 West Sliver avenue
oil Inspector, has returned home from I will sell he entire furnishings con
Albuquerque, where he was called by slstlng of everything necessary to
There
the Illness of his mother, Mrs. K. L make a home comfortable.
Baca.
are too many things to enumerate
Colonel E. W. Dobson, Albuquer but if you will kindly call Thursday
this fur
due attorney, returned from Santa Fe before the ale and Inspect you
will
last evening, where he has been at nlture I feel assured that
tending the sessions of the supreme be there the next day and buy at
the
Remember
your own price.
court.
Dr. O. J. Westlake. of Silver City, place, 318 West 6llver avenue, also
who has been In attendance at the the hour, 1:31.'
SCOTT KNIGHT, Auctioneer.
sessions of the territorial board of
health at Santa Fe, returned Tuesday
to his home.
ATTENTION!
Dr. John D. Davies, of Oallup. Is
He will appear before
In Santa. Fe.
the territorial board of health for the
purpose of procuring a license to
If your eyes are not right call
practice medicine In Jthe territory.
on me and let me fit them with
secretary
of
Itaynolds,
V.
James
glasses that will make them right.
the Salado Live Stock company, who
parents
in
Las
visiting
his
has been
V gas, has left for Omaha, Neb.,
where he will Join his wife and
DOCTOR OF OPTICS

THE

tRITT

E V

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue
We

Diamonds, Wutcbes, Jewelry, Cm Gliw, Clocks, Silverware.
UiTlte your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

FOR HIGH CLA8B

Cleaning

Pressing

Either Cents9 or Ladles9 Garments,
Plain or Fancy, call or phone

Montezuma Cleaning
and Pressing Company
210

WEST GOLD

PHONE

1105

m)OKCmO9JO9X3Km0)09

C0E

Jeweler

EVERYTHING IN
THE JEWELRY LINE
Fine Watch Repairing

213

West
Central

EYES RIGHT!

rwimlns-nex-

.

nf Cabezon.

VANN

N.

M., who was thrown from his wagon
a few days ago and severely Injured,
is enroute to Albuquerque for mediMr. Domlnguez is a
cal treatment.

Olio Door South of

the people know it. Goods are rapidly being sold, still our
stock is immense and our sizes and assortment good.
$25 H. S. & M. Suits and

overcoats
$17.50
.
Overcoats
and
Suits
$20
-

$13.75

$15

$14 Young Men's Suit
$5 School Suit
$5 Trousers
$3 Trousers

Stein-Bloc- h

ALL BLUE AND BLACK SUITS RESERVED

Starched Bosom Shirts,
Special Sale on Men's Fine
all sizes, $1.25; Monarch Starched Bosom Shirts, all sizes, 80c.
4

off regular prices on all Boys and

Men's heavyweight Overcoats

E. L. Washburn Company
9 West Gold Ave.- -J 22 S. Second St.

.....
..90c
$2,50 Underwear per suit
-

-

$1.90

-

$9.75

$8.75
$3.90
$3.90
$1.90

$4 50 Underwear per

suit

75c Four in hand Ties

$3 40

. .

50c Fine Suspenders
25c Fancy Hose

35c
25c

12xAc

kUo bfg values in Boys' Waists, Shtits, Underwear and K nee Pants.
Call here before yo Porchase, it will be money in yoor parse.

))
)

CO.

Drug Store.

The Central
Avenue Clothier

SIMON STERN

The Central
Avenue Clothier

KOCGII DRY.
means? If
not ask our drivers to explain it to
Do you know- - what thl

you.

IF YOU LOVE YOUR WIFE

BISSELL'S SWEEPER
It Will Save Her Many a Weary, Weary Day

every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have alThe following ad, or one
ways made this guarantee.
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE LEST Gallup Coal, American
P.lueV, Crested Butte. Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Xut. Also Mill Wood. Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

JOHN S. BEAVEN

PRICES

Good, $4.50; Better, $5; Best, $5.50

8

502 South First

Wagner Hardware Co.
321-32- 3

West Central

S

13

Gold

EFC0BB

TAXIDERMIST
Birds a Specialty
II. W. SCHROEDER
Teacher of Violin

Shirts-Cl- uett

.1--

75c Men's and Boys Caps..J5c
$1.50 Underwear, per suit .

la

We will place on ale for this week only, 100 Men's Heavy Weight Single and
Double Breasted Fine Suits at a great reduction. See Second Street Windows.

Stein-Bloc-

and Overcoats-

Full 2,000 Poonds

CLEARANCE SALE
. . .

Suit-- -

WE GUARANTEE

JANUARY

$12.00
8.00 Kuppenheimer well made suits reduced to 1 4.40
20.00 Dressy Suits, new patterns, reduced to.. J5.00
8.00
22.50 very nobby Worsted Suits reduced to
20.00
Dressy Suits reduced to
h
25.00
24.00
Finest Suits reduced to
30.00

I

BUY HER A

merchant and stockralser.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry M. Smith, of
the Mlea.low Citv. who have been
spending a few days in Santa F. left
today. Dr Smith is a member or the
territorial board of health.
Murray and Mack will be the at- ru,.n.oi ut the Elks' Theatre tonigni.
Judging from the advance sale of
tickets, the usual merry mailing
crowd will see the old time favorites
in their nmuslng stunts.
iur nn.l Mrs. V.. I,. Washburn en
tertained a small crowd of friends
... huir home at 710 East Central
aicnue. last evening. Many of the

$15.00 Good Business Suits reduced to

JEWELRY

1

Our price reductions are real and

THIS IS NO JOKE

S. T, VANN

Ti,on

V V

Will Last Another Week

8-

OfXXXWCXXOCOMCCOCCOCOOOCC

W

A

ALSO MANAGER OF

Schroeder's Orchestra
Room 28, Barnett Bldg.
DR. C. M. CONNER
OOTKORATHIC RHYBICIAN AND
BURQ'ON

All

Tramttd.
Dlmm
Curabl
Mm Charga tor Conaultat.an.
N. r. Armljo Building

WE HAVE A NEW ASSORTMENT OF

Garden Implements and Ranch Supplies,
Shovels, Forks, Rakes, Hoes, Wheelbarrows, etc.
Plows, Harrows, Cultivators, Planters, etc., etc.
Poultry Netting and Roofing Iron
Make Your Selections Now While the

$

took Is Naw and Complete
We
Aim to

Price

A I way

Rlease

Right

II

xxa
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